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ABSTRACT

IMMUTECH

This thesis deals with designing a product that increases glove 
hygiene in hospitals and the healthcare sector. Poor hygiene al-
lows hospitals to become hotspots for dangerous diseases that 
sometimes prove fatal, as happens to 75 000 people in Ameri-
ca yearly. The cleanliness of a persons’ hands is the first line of 
defense and seeing how the process of putting on gloves right 
now raises questions to the underlying hygiene involved and the 
need for a radical change when it comes to the hygiene of hos-
pitals. 
SAHD is an automated glove dispenser and glove dresser that 
eliminates the current process of glove-dressing, removing the 
user from interacting with the outside of the glove keeping the 
hygiene & cleanliness of the users’ hands while also making the 
whole process a lot faster than the current. SAHD has been de-
veloped during the Covid pandemic which has made visiting 
hospitals for observation almost impossible negatively impacting 
the development phase dragging it out in certain areas. 

Immutech is a Meditech startup that delivers simple solutions for 
complex problems in the healthcare industry. Immutech is crea-
ted to be a service-oriented glove supplier with special attenti-
on to hygiene. 
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STORY

 After I co-founded the family 
butcher shop, Meat n’joy, the use of 
disposable gloves became part of 
my everyday life after university work. 
There I soon found out that it was not 
a pleasant process and especially not 
if the hands were damp as they often 
were after washing them. At the same 
time, they often burst and more came 
out of the pack than you needed. This 
led me to think that I couldn’t possibly 
be the only one with these problems, 
and from there came the idea; an 
innovative product needs to be made 
that makes putting on gloves easy 
and simple.

-Bashar Sharmorad

”

”
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GLOVE USE

Adobe, 2017. Hospital doctor in a meeting with colleague. [video] Available at: <https://stock.adobe.com/dk/video/hospital-doctor-in-a-me-
eting-with-colleague-putting-on-gloves-before-an-exam/177988841?prev_url=detail> [Accessed 26 May 2021].
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It has long been known that the pre-
vention of sickness is the most effec-
tive way to keep people healthy.
While estimates vary between 60 000 
to 100 000 Americans who make up 
around 4% of the world population, 
die each year due to hospital acqui-
red infections. scale this up to the 
world and a conservative estimate 
quickly surpasses a million deaths 
annually.
Deaths that medical experts ag-
ree are mostly preventable with in-
creases to the best practice when it 
comes to hygiene.
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UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

INCREASED HYGIENE
Our hands are only as clean as the last things we tou-
ched are. This is why contact-free glove dressing is so 
crucial to keep a sick population healthy.

 
TIME-SAVING

Dressing a pair of gloves takes more time than you think. 
dressing a pair of gloves can take upwards of a minute, 
while SAHD can lower this time to half of that.

 
EASY APPLICATION

We have recognized that the thumb makes dressing a 
glove a more difficult task than most people imagine. 
making the opening of the glove taller than the hand 
allows your hand to slide into place. 

INTUITIVE DESIGN
SAHD uses recognizable geometries and colors to make 
you the user able to easily and smoothly operate the 
glove dressing interaction. 

SHIELDED GLOVES
The gloves while being stored in SAHD will be better pro-
tected against infectious diseases and pathogens in the 
environments and circulating in the air.

LIGHT-FIELD SAFETY
The users are protected by a light-field safety system 
to keep the system from closing on the user and is also 
used for registering when a glove has been removed.
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A BETTER PRACTICE
SAHD aims to be a part of best practice in the healthca-
re sector and the medical community. by removing dirty 
and semi-clean hands from dirty or unsafe glove storing 
practices and dressing. 
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USER INTERACTION

While idle SAHD lights up in 
a blue light indicating it is 
ready to operate.

The glove will be placed at 
the ready, at the entrance 
of SAHD.

Select a size of glove and 
amount of gloves to be 
dispensed.

SAHD will then stretch open 
the glove for easy and  
trouble-free dressing.

On selection of size and 
amount, SAHD will turn yel-
low indicating that it is ope-
rating.

When SAHD glows green the 
glove is ready for dressing, 
simply slide in your hand 
thumb side up, and keep in-
serting until the glove lets go.
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To open the glove storage give the compartment a light but firm push and the 
compartment will present itself to you, ready for you to refill the compartment 
with gloves.

Using SAHD the user will never have contact with the outside of 
the usable areas of the glove.
Bringing better hygiene and increasing the margin for errors 
among medical staff.



SAHD HAS plenty of viSibility 
to mAke you feel SAfe
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GLOVE STORAGE

SAHD has two compartments 
for gloves while Immutech 
offers different sizes of gloves 
the compartments can ac-
comodate any size of gloves 
Immutech offers.
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The compartment for gloves 
can be easily opened with a 
firm push on the surface of the  
storage compartment and 
can be closed just as easily. 
just listen for the audible click 
and tactile response.
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GLOVE PACKAGING

The boxes of gloves come in 
two sizes 
• Large 
• Small 
The size large fits both  
large-size hands and medi-
um-size hands comfortably.
meanwhile, the small size glo-
ves fit both the extra small and 
small size hands.
this allows us to cover around 
95% of users.
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The boxes are made from 
beautifully cut corrugated 
cardboard and needs only be 
inserted into the storage com-
partment for the gloves to be 
available for use.



GLOVE OPENING
GRIPPER

The gripper is a key com-
ponent, as it holds the 
glove in place during 
stretching, there is a de-
licate balance between 
the interaction of the grip-
per and the glove. 
Too much friction and the 
glove won’t move. Too 
little and the glove will fall 
off.

The control ring serves a 
vital role in opening the 
glove safely and without 
issue. It serves as the trans-
fer of power from the mo-
tor to the grippers to open 
up the gloves for easy use.

CONTROL RING
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PTFE - BUSHING
Friction, wear, and tear 
is common with any pro-
duct, and looking out for 
such issues can be expen-
sive. To avoid this issue 
we use maintenance-free 
PTFE bushings.



The centerpiece of the 
product allows for smoo-
th routine operation. the 
design is the culmination 
of intense research and 
testing of various methods 
of opening the glove for 
easy dressing.

The glove storage has two  
compartments for boxes 
of gloves which can ac-
commodate around 95 % 
of users with the current 
range of gloves.

GLOVE OPENING

GLOVE STORAGE

STAINLESS STEEL

MAGNESIUM ALUMINIUM ALLOY

CONSTRUCTION



Coupled to a vacuum 
pump the head grabs 
onto the cuffs of the nitrile 
rubber gloves from the re-
quired compartment from 
the glove storage and 
be delivered to the glove 
opening.

GLOVE GRABBER

POLYCARBONATE

POLYCARBONATE
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SPECIFICATIONS

* Prices consider an exchange rate of 6 DKK to 1 USD with 
some rounding.
** The time it takes for the grabber arm to move is not ready 
yet so a time of 5 seconds is used
*** Human interaction time may vary, time from ** also apply
**** Electricity use is estimated as the vacuum pump and mo-
tors for moving the suction head has not been specified.

DIMENSIONS (D X W X H) 52,5 X 40 X 36,5 [CM]
WEIGHT 10 [KG]

PRICE CONSTRUCTION*
 4.600,00 KR. 

 $800,00 

LEASE PRICE
 500,00 KR. 

 $80,00 

PRICE PER GLOVE BOX
 150,00 KR. 

 $30,00 
TIME PER GLOVE** ESTIMATE 10 [S]
TIME TO DRESS A PAIR*** ESTIMATE 25 [S]

POWER****
30 [W]
220 [V]

0,14 [A]



Many industries besides the healthcare sector can get used out of SAHD 
especially the food industry and laboratories where you have requirements for 
contaminants. 
Mainly the product will have a rollout in a single hospital where we can get 
data of improvements to get a wide range of acceptance.
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PRICING

BREAKEVEN
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We estimate being able to reach a breakeven before 
14 months with 150 units being leased. Most of the income 
comes from the sale of gloves not from the leasing of pro-
ducts. while it does come close at month 16 it does not 
drop below the red line.

The gloves can only be bought in bulk sizes larger than the needs of a 
month, around 3 months to be exact but we expect a regular shipping 
schedule can be arranged flattening out the steps in the running costs of 
glove sales.
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SAHD
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rEadIng gUIdE
This report describes the process of designing and developing MedTech product for the health-
care-sector in Denmark. This report has been made as a collection of the worksheets made th-
roughout the whole process, thus collected into chapters. Even so, the process report is al-
most chronological and is built upon almost as the whole project has progressed through the 
past half year almost. Each chapter will end with a conclusion for the chapter and a sum-up. 

dElIMInaTIon
The business aspect is asumed to be business-to-business in dealing 
either with monicipalties or health-care clinics. 

dICTonary
Glove dressing 

This term is refered to 
the process of taking 

on gloves (hands). 

Ill. 1. (Hospital hallway, n.d.)
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After Bashar co-founded the family 
butcher shop, Meat n’joy, the use of 
disposable gloves became part of his 
everyday life at work after university. 
There he quickly found out that it was 
not a pleasant process and especial-
ly not if the hands were damp as they 
often were after washing them. At the 
same time, they often teared apart, 
and there was more coming out of the 
package than one had to use. It led him 
to the idea that he couldn’t possibly be 
the only one with these problems, and 
from there came the idea; an innovati-
ve product must be made that makes 
it easy and simple to put on gloves.

Ill. 2. G

Bashar and Jonas teamed up to work on this project and explo-
re and identify the problems within this subject to come up with 
a creative and useful solution. We knew, that the project would 
be difficult due to the fact, that it’s a complex problem with a te-
chnology and mechanical challenge, so therefore also a very ”hand 
on” project, but we also knew, that it would be an exciting oppor-
tunity and seek our best bid for a solution At the same time, we 
chose to scale the situation into a bigger context where gloves are 
used more regularly and chose to focus on the healthcare sector.

We also knew, that our project would be made 
doing the peak of the Covid-19 lockdown, and 
that there the world therefore be limitations 
in some of the work processes and potentially 
access. But, we didn’t want that to hinder our 
goal of this project.

InITIal proBlEM 

Hands on...

CoVId-19

Ill. 3. (Hand, n.d.)

Ill. 4. (Covid-19, 2019)
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Ill. 2. G

Chapter 1: 
Problem Identification

As the problem of the usage of gloves is identified the problem will be unfolded at the 
following chapter. This will be through user-tests and observations mostly, where this 
research should give demands for the product that can be used in the concept develop-
ment. Some of the answers to be unfolded are among others: 

- How long does it on average take to put on gloves?
- How big is the glove-business worldwide in the health-care sector?
- Where in the glove-dressing process do problems occur?
- How much of a difference in time is there in the glove-dressing process when 
the hands damp?
- Do medical-students and doctors wish for an easier glove-dressing process?
- How many types of gloves are used in the health-care sector?
- What is the storyboard as of right now?

Methodology
Everything in the following chapter, including the answers of the questions above will be 
done through internet research, interviews, experiments and observations. The purpose 
for the team has been to explore the problem and also figure out medical students opini-
ons on the glove-dressing process. 

Observations 
To get in contact with medical students who use gloves regularly, the teams network has 
been contacted and observation scenarios were conducted to determine the time and 
troubles in the glove-dressing process.

Interviews  
To get in contact with medical students who use gloves regularly, the teams network has 
been contacted and interviews have been conducted to better understand their opinions 
on the glove-dressing process.

User survey  
By being granted access to big Facebook medical groups it has been possible to get a 
user-survey answered by 166 relevant people to help us understand certain questions.

Internet research 
To get a scope of the size of the glove market and the problem internet research was 
conducted to find statistics and articles. 
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An exploratory look for a pattern in answers given from healthcare professionals with the focus on their 
use of gloves and their behavior with gloves. This is done to filter some of the simple questions form an 
interview and look for points of interest to elaborate on later. The participants were found by contacting 
social media groups of doctors and medical professionals and ask them to fill out the survey.

Interviews: while interviews give a deeper look into the problems available as you can make directed 
questions where you look for specific answers, at this point to these questions it is not necessary as most 
of these questions are quantitative in nature and the knowledge gained from the study would be used 
in interviews to find out why they act as they claim and if the answers are true.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

sUrVEy

Ill. 6. Answers in % of what kind of work the people anwering the survey do - mostly medical students.

Ill. 7. Answers in % of what kind of gloves (material) that are used the most - Nitrile is the most used
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How much time do you spend on taking gloves on?

Ill. 8. Answers in % of what glove size is most used - Large is most used glove-size

Ill. 9. Answers in % of when gloves are used mostly - it is mostly at work

Ill. 10. Answers in % of their assumption on how much time it takes them to put on a set of 
gloves - 11-20 seconds is most assumpted  

Ill. 11. Answers in % of how the gloves are kept for storage right now - in their original storage

11



amount of 
partici-
pants

average 
time

total time

41 5 s 205 s

19 15 s 285 s

4 25 s 100 s

Both 9,2 s

9 5 s 45 s

8 15 s 120 s

4 25 s 100 s

1 40 s 40 s

Latex 13,9 s

26 5 s 130 s

50 15 s 750 s

7 25 s 175 s

Nitrile 12,7 s

Need for a helping device

Answers Those who an-
swered 0-10

Yes 22%

No 58%

Maybe 20%

Answers Those who an-
swered 11-20

Yes 71%

No 10%

Maybe 18%

Answers Those who 
answered 20+ 
seconds

Yes 75%

No 13%

Maybe 13%

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

Ill. 12. Answers in % of how they feel about getting a new product - 50% says yes

Ill. 13. Summary of the Survey

The average time the medical staff uses to put on as reported by what they themselves think is 11.5 se-
conds. The latex only people reported an average of 12 seconds, while nitrile only reported 12.7 seconds 
on average to put on a pair of gloves. Whereas the rest of participants reported on average 9.4 seconds 
to put on a pair of gloves. There appears to be something odd about the users reported time to put on 
gloves.
If a dispenser system is implemented with a canister system ~70% of participants would have to change 
how they deal with running out of gloves. Those who reported themselves as doctors were more likely 
to contact support staff or get a nurse to find more gloves than average. Nurses were the most likely to 
contact support staff to get more gloves. Students were more likely to get the gloves themselves.
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Self-reported data has the possibility to be either false or inaccurate which is why the glove donning 
time is to be elaborated on through physical testing and the method of putting on the gloves needs to 
be tested to see if technique changes could serve as a substitute for equipment intervention. To keep 
uninvolved persons away from the public survey the survey was only posted in medical groups and we 
could therefore eliminate some unwanted participants,

rEflECTIon

gloVE analysIs/MarKET

QUEsTIons for KEy-pErsons In THE fUTUrE

Is THE orIgInal paCKagIng HygIEnIC EnoUgH To UsE as a sToragE plaCE for gloVEs?
wHy do 70% of THE parTICIpanTs rEporT gETTIng gloVEs THEMsElVEs? arE THErE no sUpporT sTaff 
To HElp THEM? Is IT EasIEr To JUsT gET IT THEMsElVEs, noT HaVIng To worry aBoUT THE rIgHT sIzE and 
fIT, or soMETHIng ElsE EnTIrEly?
doEs IT TaKE ~11.5 sECond To pUT on gloVEs? doEs IT TaKE longEr or lowEr THE aVEragE aMoUnT 
of TIME? Is THErE a dIffErEnCE In TIME BETwEEn laTEx and nITrIlE gloVEs?

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

The survey helped find points of interest that needs to be answered further as such 3 key ques-
tions have been identified for deeper exploration and elaboration.

- Nitrile Gloves are the most used type of gloves in the medical field
- Large is most used size glove with Medium as the seconds most used
- 11-20 seconds is the time most believe it takes them to put on gloves.

- Gloves today are mostly kept in their original packaging.
- 50% of the survey-answers seek for a product that eases the current glove-dressing process.

Glove size reported range from XS to XXL size gloves where a majority uses Large and medium size glo-
ves with a few edge cases using XXL and XS.
51% reported using only nitrile gloves. Whereas 12% reported using only latex gloves, 95% of partici-
pants reported having their gloves kept in the original packaging. Doctors were more inclined to find a 
need for a device to assist with putting on gloves than students.

Doctors were also more secure in their answer to the question than students as a significantly smaller 
portion answered “maybe.” People who believe they spend more time putting on gloves tend to want 
an assisting device drastically more than people who do not think it takes up a lot of time. Find out how 
long is too long to put on a pair of gloves
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Disposable Medical Gloves Market Size, Growth | Global Report [2027], 2021) 

290 billion 
gloves were used in 2019

Disposable Medical Gloves Market Size, Growth | Global Report [2027], 2021 

(Global Nitrile Gloves Market Size & Share Report, 2020-2027, 2020) 

Nitrile gloves are expec-
ted to grow at a rate of

 14.1% 
annually as a substitute 
to latex gloves due to ri-

sing allergies 

$The disposable gloves market was $5.98 billion in 
2019, $11.68 billion in 2020 and predicted to reach 

$11.52 billion
in 2027 as the market stabilises. 

Nr. 1 barrier for infections and 
spread of diseases

The healthcare sector accounts for 

 69.4% 
of the nitrile glove market

Global Nitrile Gloves Market Size & Share Report, 2020-2027, 2020

Stoessel and smith, 2021

Statistics & growth
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LSI stated that there is a significant risk for persons who gets a Hospital acquired infection and to look 
into how significant that risk is and how widespread the problem is, as saving lives are much more impor-
tant than saving some time. This is going to be done by looking through articles that deal with the issue.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

648 000 people in America gets a hospital acquired infection every year of those 75 000 people die 
(Hospital Acquired Infections Are a Serious Risk - Consumer Reports, 2015) which is a mortality rate of 
11.5 %. Each year 130 million people visit the hospital in the united states (FastStats, 2021) meaning 
that 1 in 200 hospital visit carries an 11.5 % chance of death.

“Hospitals can be hot spots for infections and can sometimes amplify spread,” say Tom Frieden, M.D., 
director of the CDC. “Patients with serious infections are near sick and vulnerable patients—all cared 
for by the same health care workers sometimes using shared equipment.” (Hospital Acquired Infections 
Are a Serious Risk - Consumer Reports, 2015)

”C. Diff and MRSA can live on surfaces for days and can be passed from person to person on hospital 
equipment or the hands of health care workers.” (Hospital Acquired Infections Are a Serious Risk
- Consumer Reports, 2015)

“Infection control is all about the basics, starting with hand hygiene.,” (Hospital Acquired Infections Are 
a Serious Risk - Consumer Reports, 2015)

The information was readily available but the extend of the problem was made very clear and showed 
that the focus of time and convenience was slightly misplaced.

IdEnTIfy Cross ConTaMInaTIon poInTs

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Hospitals acquired infections kill 1 in 9 people who contract them and 1 in 200 hospital visits ends up 
a person getting infected. Where experts suggest increasing hand hygiene to combat the spread of 
disease. It has shown that this product is not a nice-to-have product but a need-to-have product.

HospITal aQUIrEd InfECTIons
Ill. 14. (Bacteria, 2021)
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Hussein Al-Alawi, medical-student 9th Semester

ROUND 1 WITHOUT DISINFECTION:

Observations:
-29 Seconds from starting of taking gloves on to finish having them on
- Troubles with the gloves being wrinkled together, have to fold/open them up
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on

ROUND 2 WITHOUT DISINFECTION:

Observations:
- 27 Seconds from starting of taking gloves on to finish having them on
- Troubles with the gloves being wrinkled together, have to fold/open them up
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Taking another glove out of the package with the previous glove 

MEdICal-sTUdEnTs TEsT of gloVEs: 
oBsErVaTIon: TIME and dIffICUlTIEs

Ill. 15. Pictures from observation of Hussein - Round 1

Ill. 16. Pictures from observation of Hussein - Round 2
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Hussein Al-Alawi, medical-student 9th Semester

ROUND 3 WITH DISINFECTION (damp):

Observations:
- 35 Seconds taking on gloves
- Troubles with the gloves being wrinkled together, have to fold/open them up
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Clearly to see more force used to pull the gloves on, creating larger vacuum

ROUND 4 WITH DISINFECTION:

Observations:
- 37 Seconds taking on gloves
- Troubles with the gloves being wrinkled together, have to fold/open them up
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Taking another glove out of the package with the previous glove
- The vacuum happens, and he has to pull the top of the glove to create air-room again. 

Ill. 17. Pictures from observation of Hussein - Round 3

Ill. 18. Pictures from observation of Hussein - Round 4
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Mette Hurup, medical-student 9th Semester

ROUND 1 WITHOUT DISINFECTION:

Observations:
- 39 Seconds taking on gloves
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- 2 gloves wrinkled together.

ROUND 2 WITHOUT DISINFECTION:

Observations:
- 34 Seconds putting on gloves
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Taking another glove out of the package with the previous glove
- Vacuum being created

Ill. 19. Pictures from observation of Mette - Round 1

Ill. 20. Pictures from observation of Mette - Round 2
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Mette Hurup, medical-student 9th Semester

ROUND 3 WITH DISINFECTION (damp) :

Observations:
- 32 Seconds putting gloves on
- Vacuum being created
- More strength being used to pull down the gloves

ROUND 4 WITH DISINFECTION (damp):

Observations:
- 29 Seconds taking gloves on
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Vacuum

Ill. 21. Pictures from observation of Mette - Round 3

Ill. 22. Pictures from observation of Mette - Round 4
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Emil Still Vium, medical-student 8th Semester

ROUND 1 WITHOUT DISINFECTION:

Observations:
- 19 Seconds putting gloves on
- Vacuum at top fingers
- Stuck together

ROUND 2 WITHOUT DISINFECTION:

Observations:
- 27 Seconds putting on gloves
- The start-point of the glove beeing wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Taking another glove out of the package with the previous glove
- Vacuum

Ill. 23. Pictures from observation of Emil - Round 1

Ill. 24. Pictures from observation of Emil - Round 2
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Emil Still Vium, medical-student 8th Semester

ROUND 3 WITH DISINFECTION:
33 Seconds from starting of taking gloves on to finish having them on

Observations:
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Vacuum

ROUND 4 WITH DISINFECTION:
36 Seconds from starting of taking gloves on to finished having them on

Observations:
- The start-point of the glove beeing wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Taking another glove out of the package with the previous glove
- Vacuum

Ill. 25. Pictures from observation of Emil - Round 3

Ill. 26. Pictures from observation of Emil - Round 4
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Patrick Schmidt, medical-student 8th Semester

ROUND 1 WITHOUT DISINFECTION:
23 Seconds from starting of taking gloves on to finish having them on

Observations:
- The start-point of the glove being wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- 2 gloves wrinkled together.
- Vacuum

ROUND 3 with DISINFECTION:
28 Seconds from starting of taking gloves on to finished having them on

Observations:
- The start-point of the glove beeing wrinkled inside of the glove when taking them on
- Taking another glove out of the package with the previous glove
- Vacuum

Ill. 27. Pictures from observation of Patrick - Round 1

Ill. 28. Pictures from observation of Patrick - Round 3
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It is recommended that the cuff of the glove is opened before dressing the hand to alleviate the issues 
found with the thumb of the glove. 

The smaller size glove exaggerated every aspect of the dressing process, but also showed some false 
positives, that was caused by the restrictions of the glove size which was then properly identified with 
the right size of the glove.

TEsT gloVE CUff opEnIng

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Focus should be placed on opening the cuff of the glove to ease the dressing process for a start and 
results from testing those should be used as reasoning on how to continue
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Having found out that there is a significant problem with gloves and the use of gloves, the next step is 
to find out where the problems arise when putting on gloves and to ask if medical users see a problem 
with the current glove-dressing process.
This is done with size S and L gloves on a size L hand, the smaller glove size is there to exaggerate the 
issues to make it easier to see where the glove bind to or snags the hand. The large glove is there to pre-
sent the regular case scenario for the use. The goal is to look for points of restriction and points where 
the glove sticks to the skin. The tests are done with dry hands.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Ill. 29. Small Glove has fitting problems, where 
the glove is stretched thin while putting on the 
glove. Marked in red

Ill. 30. Small Glove has fitting problems, where 
the glove is stretched thin on the fingers while put-
ting on the glove

Ill. 31. Small Glove have fitting problems viewed 
from the back of the hand. Marked in red

Ill. 32. Small Glove have fitting problems on the 
fingers marked in red, and having restrictions being 
properly dressed marked in green.

gloVEs - wHErE Is THE proBlEM? 
and do THE UsErs sEE a proBlEM? 
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The glove is restricted around on the heel of the palm and the lower knuckle of the thumb. The pro-
blem is getting the glove cuff spread out and over the thumb joint as this is the area where the issues 
arise.

In order to put on a pair of gloves, the thumb has to be tucked down Ill. 34 where the thumb cannot 
be placed into the glove properly without extending it creating an area or pressure and restriction Ill. 
36.

Notes:
The glove is easily restricted even with small amounts of moisture, even stopping the process of put-
ting on gloves for a moment can make the glove sticky enough to stop the process of properly dres-
sing the glove.

The restriction with the fingers are not an issue with a glove that is the right size.

Ill. 33. Large glove showing restrictions when 
putting on the glove (the thumb join slightly bend)

Ill. 34. Thumb ticked down to allow for the glove 
passing over the knuckle

Ill. 35. Large glove showing further restrictions 
with flat palm, (thumb joint straight)

Ill. 36. Thumb in neutral position that is assumed 
when the cuff has passend the knuckle of the thumb
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Hussein Al-Alawi: 

”It takes alot of time putting 
on gloves and taking them off 
- especially with damp hands”

Mette Hurup: 

”One also has to consider that 
when the same procedure is done 
so many times; it often starts to 
lack in quality (hygiene)”

Patrick Schmidt; 
 
”I would really love to have a 
product that makes it faster 
and safer to apply the gloves at 
the hospital”

Diite Liljenberg:

”I usually take oversized gloves on 
so that it goes faster, or else i have 
to spend too much time taking on 

the right-sized gloves”

Emil Vium: 

”There should 100% been a product 
on the market that makes it fast 

for us to wear gloves - as it is right 
now it is time-consuming”
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it is recommended that the cuff of the glove is opened before dressing the hand to aleviate the issues 
found with the thumb of the glove 

The smaller size glove exaggerated every aspect of the dressing process, but also showed some false 
positives, that was caused by the restrictions of the glove size which was then properly identified with 
the right size of the glove.

TEsT gloVE CUff opEnIng

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Focus should be placed on opening the cuff of the glove to ease the dressing process for a start and 
results from testing those should be used as reasoning on how to continue
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STORYBOARD (present)

Finish Line

Extra gloves taken out of the box
Wasted gloves

a large contributer to wasted  
gloves

Gloves rip during dressing
requires extra gloves and extra 

dressing time

The right amount of gloves taken 
out of the box

Hands are washed includes a 30 
second scrubbing with soap

General purpose

Gloves are dressed properly 
takes 30 seconds when hand 
are dry up to a minute with 

damp/wet hands

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


Glove dressingGlove preparationCleaning hands

The purpose is to setup the different scenarios regarding dressing gloves in hospitals for the quarantine/
sterile areas and examination/general areas using a storyboard to understand the differences between 
these areas. To better clarify which areas is being moved into and identify how the gloves differ.

The examination/general use gloves are marked in green on Ill. 37 here shows the way to put to follow-
ing much the same manner as with the quarantine application only differing with the cleaning of hands 
method, which follows a gentler hand cleaning method than hand sanitizer which can be quite rough.

1
In all cases the use of gloves is not a substitute for clean hands but a supplement to good hygiene and 
prevention of disease spread. While the method of getting clean hands varies depending on the specific 
requirements of the environment. Sterile areas require a thorough washing to remove dirt from the skin 
and clean the hands.

Ill. 37. Examination/general use of gloves storyboard (currently process) 
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Finish Line

Hands are washed includes 
a 30 second scrubbing with 

soap
needs drying 

Sterile room

Packet of a pair of sterile 
gloves are unpacked

Special dressing technique 
is used up to 1 minute with 
wet hands, with dry 30 se-

conds

Sterile barrier breached or 
gloves break when putting 

on gloves start over

Glove dressingGlove preparationCleaning hands

2
Sterile gloves come in sealed packets containing a pair of sterile gloves these gloves must be handled cor-
rectly to not be contaminated by the hands of the wearer. If they are, the user has to start over with a new 
packet of gloves. The same if a glove breaks.

In the Quarantined areas the gloves are not sterile and there isn’t time or a great need for sterile gloves as 
throughput and not keeping people potentially afflicted with covid-19 stay in contained areas with people 
who are potentially not afflicted. When working with non-sterile gloves, they should be replaced if broken 
and with every new patient.

Though it should be noted that it is possible to take more than the needed number of gloves from the 
glove storage in which case that/those gloves are discarded.

Ill. 38. Sterile/operation storyboard of gloves (currently process)
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Hands are rubbed with disinfe-
ctant for 30 secondsCovid-19 test center

Finish LineGlove dressingGlove preparationCleaning hands

Extra gloves taken out of the box
Wasted gloves

a large contributer to wasted  
gloves

Gloves rip during dressing
requires extra gloves and extra 

dressing time

The right amount of gloves ta-
ken out of the box

Gloves are dressed properly 
takes 30 seconds when hand 
are dry up to a minute with 

damp/wet hands3
Where as Covid-19 quarantined areas requires hand sanitizer applied on the hands and relies more on the 
gloves to be a barrier to stop contagion.
In the Quarantined areas the gloves are not sterile and there isn’t time or a great need for sterile gloves as 
throughput and not keeping people potentially afflicted with covid-19 stay in contained areas with people 
who are potentially not afflicted. When working with non-sterile gloves, they should be replaced if broken 
and with every new patient. Though it should be noted that it is possible to take more than the needed 
number of gloves from the glove storage in which case that/those gloves are discarded.

While the perspective is from a rough look it did give help differentiate the markets and allign them to 
be easier to select the needed area. 

MoVE on To MaKE a CHoICE BETwEEn sTErIlE and non-sTErIlE gloVEs.
MarKET analysIs

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

While taking this macro view of the three different areas of application, the only real difference bet-
ween the three comes from the special method to apply sterile gloves and the risk of contaminating 
them when putting them on, which is a clear red flag that something can be done in this area and the-
re is potential for great individual change. The non-sterile area has potential for great general change 
which is also an important area.

Ill. 39. Covid-19/pandemic storyboard of gloves (currently process)
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MarKET analyIs
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At the beginning of the process, we quickly found out, that we needed help opening doors for a future 
business. From a friend this company, Life Science Innovation (LSI), was recommended.

LSI was given a briefing of our Thesis topic and the direction we saw it going in. Where in the process 
we are, when it comes to designing a Medi-Tech product, we also inquired about the extent LSI could 
be interested in assisting in the thesis project with that an attachment of our synopsis.

Getting the help of LSI would help in increasing the credibility of our product and assist in the devel-
opment phases.
Here we hoped for:

- Access to hospitals/health clinics for context understanding, interviews & user testing through key 
people, including doctors, nurses  

- Direct sparring & feedback from stakeholders and potential purchasers

LSI arranged a meeting with us with CEO Bo Christensen and Chief Consultant Trine Christensen and it 
was agreed that they would help us as much as possible, and that they saw potential in our project. 

Ill. 40. (Bo Christensen, n.d.) Ill. 41. (Trine Søby Christensen, 
n.d.)

Ill. 42. (LSI Logo, n.d.)

lsI ExTErnal ConsUlTanT  
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1 
 

Design brief: 
The task is to develop a hygiene station with focus on an automated glove-dressing technology 
to apply non-powdered gloves easily to the hand.  
 
This product is for the contract market in the healthcare sector, and as such should have a 
professional and modern design, with material choices which have hygiene and cleanliness as a 
top priority, with a robust and lasting design simultaneously.  
 
The product will focus on being applied in Covid-19 test-centers in Denmark as a worst-case 
scenario, as these are using large volumes of gloves every day with a great focus on hygiene 
and time management. The product should prioritize multiple architectures to fit a wider range of 
specializations and scenarios.  
 
The project should aim at a deep analyzation of the use of gloves in the healthcare sector 
through interviews, tests and observations, with focus on the hygiene and bacteria levels as the 
current applying method is done, and in terms of the struggles within the applying process. 
 
Result: 
Result: 
What shall the idea, the solution 
do for the company? 
 
 

The idea will be a solution for a more effective glove-
dressing process in terms of hygiene and ease of use. 
 

Target group: Contract market 
B2B – major potential B2B customers include hospitals and 
medical supply companies, minor customers include health 
clinic, dentists, and health specialists. End user groups for 
this product: medical staff, medical specialists, medical 
technicians, medical professionals  
 
 
End users typically apply gloves to wet or moist hands as a 
result of disinfection fluid, which causes difficulty in applying 
them.   

Focus: 
 

Focus on sustainability through applying un 17 sustainability 
goals:  
 
3: Good health and well-being  

- Increase of hygiene, maintenance of health, and 
reduce spread of diseases.  

12: Responsible consumption and production 
- Considering product life circle: durability, sustainable 

materials, design for disassembly, maintenance, 
repair of used products etc. all with the perspective 
of a good business case for the health-care sector 
and a long-term good investment.  

Materials: 
 

Plastic & metal    

Price, segment, customers: - B2B products- which means this product will be 
bought through municipalities or private health-care 
clinics/suppliers. 

-   

dEsIgnBrIEf
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- The glove-business is a big and growing business 
worldwide with the health-care sector appointing 
for 69.4% of the market.

- Right now there is 3 kinds of glove-dressing pro-
cesses in the hospitals

- There is a difference of 12 seconds on average in 
dressing gloves with and without damp hands.

- The problems occour in the beginning of the glove 
dressing and at the end 

- Medical students wish for an easier glove-dressing 
process

By mainly doing observations and researching there is 
proof of a clear problem identification in the glove-dres-
sing process amongst medical students as it is the pre-
sent time. Mainly, it is the difficulty that appears in the 
dressing process that seems to hinder the time-process 
of it. It is exciting to do further observations on how hygi-
enic the present process is, and if this can be streamlined.  

- On average it takes 34 seconds to put on a set 
of nitrile gloves for medical students with damp 
hands.

Chapter 2.1:
Concept Development

proBlEM IdEnTIfICaTIon 
ConlUsIon + sUM Up
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Chapter 2.1:
Concept Development

The idea generation starts with different ideas and concepts. To have a clear vision and 
take on the sketching, it was separated in two categories; the overall ideation, and then a 
feature ideation. To narrow down between the ideas models was made which would be the 
lead on how the concept would be, and from there more features would be sketched and 
evaluated on. Some of the questions that was wanted to get addressed was:

- How should the storage of gloves be?
- How should one insert his/hers hand?
- Should it be made to one or two hands?
- Should it have disinfection in it as a feature?
- How should the mechanisms work?
- How does the glove expand?

Methodology
Firstly sketches were made - from there each one was discussed. We wouldn’t waste time 
by doing lots of ”quick-models” to validate the ideas. Instead, they were put up with pros 
and cons orally. From there it made sense that the overall shape of the concept wouldn’t 
need to have constant models be made of, as the concept and future design of the overall 
shape would be very dependent on the functions of the product. Therefore, at the begin-
ning, it only seemed important to make models of the promising feature-sketches as these 
needed validation through quick prototypes.

This was done with lo-fi prototypes/mock-ups, that are quickly made and could quickly 
give an answer. The results from these tests were gathered and put into new sketches and 
ideas. Concepts were presented for users, to get feedback about what they liked, and what 
their preferences were.
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The purpose was to get started with sketching and initiating the process of ideas, mainly “warming up” 
the hands and getting thoughts down to paper. While allowing old thoughts to be released and allow 
for new ideas to take place.

sKETCHIng roUnd: IdEaTIon and 
fEaTUrEs

Ill. 43. Insert hands/corner shape Ill. 44. Focus on angle/how to insert 
hands

Ill. 45. Insert hands and a mechanisme 
takes glove to hand-position

Ill. 46. Place to insert both hands and 
through a robotic arm the glove will be 
taken and expanded through vacuum

Ill. 47. Different type of setting 

sKETCHIng roUnd: fEaTUrEs

Ill. 48. Glove removing hooks that 
grab the inside of the glove and spread 
the glove opening for ease of removal 
without needing contact with the glove

Ill. 49. A glove cartridge sy-
stem with indicators for remaining 
gloves and ease of refill, that uses 
a VHS style opening system al-
lowing for safe storage of gloves. 

Ill. 50. Alcohol disinfectant mist 
sprayers on both the top and but-
tom for easy disinfection of hands
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The test was successful in the sense that the glove was expanded as hoped and expected.
It took 10 seconds. The test was successful in the sense that the glove was expanded as hoped and expe-
cted. It took 10 seconds. The test was successful in the sense that the glove was expanded as hoped and 
expected. It took 10 seconds.

We needed to get old thoughts down on paper to allow for new thought to form 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

fIndIng oUT wHICH sIzE THE ”rooM” sHoUld BE for a fITTIng and CoMforTaBlE Hand 
fInd oUT THE MECHanIsME THaT sHoUld BE aBlE To load gloVEs InTo a posITIon 

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Vacuum works to expand the glove 

Ill. 51. A pair of hooks are placed 
on the side of the product to allow for 
easy removal of gloves without making 
contact with the gloves for removal.

Ill. 52. idea is to inflate the glove with a jet 
of air to make it easier to dress the glove and 
use the same jet of air to remove the glove

Ill. 53. UV-light that shows how un-
clean your hands are and if you need 
to disinfecti before glove dressing

Ill. 54. A shower of disinfectant to 
make sure that no bacteria lives on the 
surface of your hands or lower forearm

Ill. 55. Disinfectant dispenser 
build into the product to disinfect
Ill. 56. 
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The purpose has been to find out if the vacuum will expand the glove and how the setup generally 
will be set to achieve the expansion of the glove. This will be done through a prototype that includes 
cardboard, wires, batteries, tube, glue, half a bottle and a vacuum-motor. 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

The purpose of this test was to see if the glove could expand when exposed to vacuum. The model 
was made out of cardboard, half of a coca-cola bottle (1L), a small vacuum motor, glue, tube and wires. 
By drilling a hole in the bottom of the bottle, one could glue the bottom to the tube, and by filling the 
front with a glove, a successful vacuum happened.

Ill. 57. All the different com-
ponents for the mock-up

Ill. 58. Vacuum motor, bat-
teries, cables and a tube glu-
ed to the back of a bottle

Ill. 59. Placing the glove around 
the front of the cut-up bottle

Ill. 60. Placing the electri-
city together so the vacuum 
beings = will the glove expand?

Ill. 61. Glove has expanded Ill. 62. There was nearly 
not enough room in the bott-
le for my hand to be there, so 
that diffenetly has to be bigger. 

gloVE ExpandIng fUnCTIon TEsT
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The purpose of this test was to see if the glove could expand when exposed to vacuum. The model 
was made out of cardboard, half of a coca-cola bottle (1L), a small vacuum motor, glue, tube and wires. 
By drilling a hole in the buttom of the bottle, one could glue the buttom to the tube, and by filling the 
front with a glove, a succesfull vacuum happened.

The test was successful in the sense that the glove was expanded as hoped and expected.
It took 10 seconds. The test was successful in the sense that the glove was expanded as hoped and 
expected. It took 10 seconds. The test was successful in the sense that the glove was expanded as 
hoped and expected. It took 10 seconds. 

There was nearly not enough room in the bottle for my hand to be there, so that differently has to be 
bigger. A bigger room also means more space and thereby needs a stronger vacuum. The glove was 
inserted manually, we need to find out what kind of mechanism will be smart to load the glove auto-
matically. 

fIndIng oUT wHICH sIzE THE ”rooM” sHoUld BE for a fITTIng and CoMforTaBlE Hand 
fInd oUT THE MECHanIsME THaT sHoUld BE aBlE To load gloVEs InTo a posITIon 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Vacuum works to expand the glove 

Ill. 63. I slipped the glove of 
the bottle to see if it would fit. 

Ill. 64. Glove is on
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By making 5 different holes in the cardboard; (See apendix x), and having one side clodes while the 
other vissible, is was able to make a test on this subject. 

The purpose of this mock-up user test has been to decide on wether the user feels a difference being 
able to see the hand or not, and at the same time, how big of a hole that feels the best. 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

The test was quick and had to confirm the assumption that we had regarding being able to see the 
hand. The users confirmed that it was important for them to see their hands as this felt way ”safer” than 
sticking their hands into an unknown subject with no visibility. At the same time, the biggest hole felt 
nicer as they didn’t have to worry about touching anything as with the other holes. 

It could have been nicer to test on more users, but it was an extremely busy week and it was felt that it 
was a matter that didn’t need to go through many more medical users prioritizing other more impor-
tant matters.

fIndIng oUT How THE loadIng MECHanIsME of THE prodUCT sHoUld BE 
fIndIng oUT How HygInIC THE CUrrEnT METHod of applyIng gloVEs Is 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Hole with diminsions xxx were chosen as minimum diameter and hand-vissibility was needed.

Ill. 65. Holes from 
open view and cloed view

Ill. 66. Mette chose the 
biggest one and visible

Ill. 67. The same did Hussein

opEnIng sIzE and TypE 
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By cutting cardboard pieces into different forms, and by cutting it into a linear rate spring, we were able 
to create a loading mechanism. Here the gloves were placed within the two big cardboard plates, and 
because of the constant spring being attached in the back, the plates were pushed against each other. 
Because of this, it was able to take a glove out one at a time with the whole mock-up while standing. 

To try and create a mock-up that helps us get phyisical experience and proof of a loading-mechanisme 
that could potentially be applied to the final product. 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

The test was successful in the form of having a loading mechanism working out of cardboard and glue 
while standing.

The whole system was fragile because it was made out of cardboard. Although it functioned pretty well 
and also on all sides (horizontal and vertical). This made it a pretty flexible solution in regard to the final 
product, as it could be implemented in all kinds of angles and ways. 

fIndIng oUT How THE gloVEs sHoUld BE ”TraVEllIng” InsIdE of THE fInal prodUCT, so THaT IT Can BE 
sEEn How THE loadIng MECHanIsME sHoUld BE IMplEMEnTEd

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

This mock-up of a loading mechanisme can be used as a starting-point. 

Ill. 68. Grabbing a 
glove out of a prea-
sured pack of 20 pieces

loadIng TEsT 1

Ill. 69. T a -
king glove out

Ill. 70. Glove taken 
out while remaining 
still standing and 
none other gone out.
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First off they would have UV lighted on their hands and the packaging before and after the process to 
see the clear differences. They were also asked to go to wash their hands thoroughly after the test to see 
if there would be any paint left, that could be the bacterias in reality. 

The purpose of this test was to see how hygienic the current process of applying gloves on is. This was 
done by applying UV-Paint on the users hands, to be able to track the paint left on the gloves OUTSIDE 
after the process. This would give a clear indication of where and how much there is being touched.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Ill. 71. Clearly nothing in the 
beginning 

Ill. 72. Nothing in the packa-
ging eaither

Ill. 73. Hands are now full in 
UV-paint, user is asked to put on 
gloves

Ill. 74. Already clear that there 
has been cross contamination 
from the hands to the rest of 
packaging

Ill. 75. Gloves were completly 
full of paint after being dressed on 

Ill. 76. Very much especially by 
the thumbs and in between the 
fingers as it is here it is pushed 
down on the handsespecially by 
the thumbs and in between the 
fingers as it is here it is pushed 
down on the hands g dressed on 

UV TEsT 1
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The test clearly showed that there was a huge cross-contamination first of all, from the hands to the 
gloves that isn’t even used. Secondly, there is clear proof that whatever is on the hands will be spread 
all of the gloves being dressed on. This illustrates the proof of why people die in Hospitals as regard to 
cross-contamination of bacterias. Lastly, it also shows that even through professional cleaning of hands 
one that isn’t able to see ”bacterias” can have a hard time knowing when the hands are in fact ”clean.” 

There was nearly not enough room in the bottle for my hand to be there, so that differently has to be 
bigger. A bigger room also means more space and thereby needs a stronger vacuum. The glove was 
inserted manually, we need to find out what kind of mechanism will be smart to load the glove auto-
matically. 

dEVElopIng an opEnIng MECHanIsM THaT assUrEs THaT THE Hands don’T ToUCH THE oUTsIdE of THE 
gloVEs 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Vacuum works to expand the glove 

Ill. 77.   Paint is litteraly 
everywere

Ill. 78. This was the hands after 
being told to hospitalwash them - 
the paint wasn’t visible normally

Ill. 79. Especially behind the nails
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Describe the motion the glove has to take to get stretched on the opening through visual illustrations 
and descriptors of the prerequisits to achieve said state. this will start from the end state and work 
itself towards the start state. the start state being known and the end state also being known

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

End state
The end state Ill. 81 requires the gloves to have the thumb pointing 
upwards as this orientation is neutral for both the left and the right 
hand. It also requires the glove to be mounted on all the points of 
the stretching mechanism.

Mounting
The mounting on the mounting points Ill. 82 requires the gloves cuff 
to be open so as to have the mounting points inserted inside.

Opening the cuff
the opening of the gloves cuff Ill. 83 since the gloves has a tenden-
cy of sticking to it self requires a force to separate the sides of the 
gloves cuff.

Grabbing the glove
The glove should be grabbed around the cuff of the glove since it gi-
ves good control over the glove and makes the mounting easier. The 
gloves could also be oriented with the thumbs pointing upwards to 
alleviate the need for orienting later.

Ill. 80. Start state of the proces, with the 
gloves being stacked next to eachother 
in the same orientation with the cuff area 
marked in red

Ill. 81. End state with the glove being 
stretched, here demonstrating that the 
glove will be stretched in both the vertical 
and horisontal direction, with the thumb 
pointing upwards

Ill. 82. The mounting step where the 
gloves are mounted on the points.

Ill. 83. The glove 
opening step, here 
the cuff of the glove is 
opened to allow it to be 
mounted on the moun-
ting points

gloVE TraVEl
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A proposed way of doing the motion would be Ill. 84 although it requires som detailing in how it can 
keep a constant set direction and how the glove is grabbed as well as how the glove cuff is opened.

Looking at Ill. 85 there is a described path to follow for the gloves to be opened using suction cups 
using force on both sides of the glove. 

describing the path and requirements for the motion helped in figuring out what steps are required to 
be performed for the wanted motion and the steps that needs to be taken. 

rEflECTIon

Ill. 84. A proposal of the motion of the grabber arm from a 
top view.

Ill. 85. A proposal of the motion of the grabber arm from a 
top view.

HaVE a MEETIng wITH THE Co-sUpErVIsor

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

there was discovered 4 steps that needs to be taken for the glove to be located stretched open while 
placed on the wanted location
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Through researching different kinds of mechanism it was pretty clear for us in the beginning that a shut-
ter aperture mechanism could be a good potential for the future product. Therefore, it was first sketched 
to see it more clearly working in 2D. From there, it was created in Solidworks and 3D-printed so that it 
was possible to test it out in real life. 

To create an opening mechanism model that can open a glove making sure that the user doesn’t 
touch the outside of the glove in the dressing-process. 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Ill. 86. Shutter amature mecha-
nisme opening a glove

Ill. 87. Mounted into cardboard Ill. 88. Glove being placed on it Ill. 89. After opening it up, the 
glove stayed on

gloVE opEnEr 1
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The test was succesfull in the sense that the glove was expanded as hoped and expected.  
It took 10 seconds. 

It should have been considered to create the prototype in the size that was chosen from earlier tests, 
so that it would resemble a real-life product more. Then it would have been possible to make a hole in 
the middle of the print and thereby have a hand inserted aswell.

There was a lot of work in opening the mechanism - of course in reality it would be easer with a motor, 
but it still made us think of if there was a more simple solution to this problem. 

MaKE a ConCEpT BasEd on THE prEsEnT KnowlEdgE and sHow IT for lsI and THE rEsT of sCHool-
groUps 

sEE for oTHEr poTEnTIal opEnIng MECHanIsMEs 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Shutter aparture mechanisme works in pracsise 
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Place hands for 
disinfection Rub your hands 

Place hand infront of 
sensor Machine will load glove

Vacuum expands the glove in 3 
seconds

*VACUUM ACTIVATES*

Insert hand Remove hand with glove

GLOVE DRESSING

GLOVE REMOVAL

Insert hand in 
glove-removal chamber Pull hand back 

Silicone ”hooks” takes 
the glove

Glove falls directly 
down to trash-bin 

SAHD: 
Sophisticated Automatic 
hand-glove dispensor 

EASIER & 
70% FASTER

99% LESS 
CONTAMINATION

GOALS

MASTERS THESIS MISSION:
To design a glove dressing machine that safely and hygienically stores single use dis-
posable medical gloves and helps the user to put them on, even when the hands 
are wet without tearing the gloves apart while making the process significantly ea-
sier and faster for medical personal & nurses in hospitals and health-care clinics. 

fIrsT ConCEpT and fEEdBaCK



The purpose was to have a concept ready for milestone 1, and also to have a board with the product 
and story ready to send to LSI for them to discuss the idea with nurses and potential future buyers. 

pUrposE and METHod

The first full concept had alot of functions. Besides having the function of dressing a glove unto the 
hand, there was also a disinfection-spray were one was supposed to disinfect hands before taking the 
glove on. Besides that, there was also a room to remove the glove being weared that then fell into a 
trash-can only for the gloves. This was to reduce contamination.

The feedback from the other groups at the milestone was mainly aimed at the size of the product. It was 
pointed that it was way to large for a hospital, and that it also seemed to be too expensive in the future 
because of all the functions and the size of it. Therefore, Hospitals would mostly not buy it, because of 
size and price.

There were also confusions about the fact that the idea was taking from a butcher-setting and why it 
moved to a hospital-setting.
In regard to LSI, they couldn’t come up with a straight feedback. This is due to the fact, that their nurses 
that were shown the board couldn’t understand what it was about.
From there, we responded to the new feedback we had been given by the different groups and told 
them to hold by until next concept. 

The comments about the size made sense. For us, initially, we didn’t think that it was ”too big”, as we 
knew it was a new technology which is often not the size it is after 10 years being on the market. Also, 
it was important for us to prioritize the different functions, as this would be the key tactic to reducing 
the size of the product. It had to be cut down to the extreme so that it was only the necessaria that the 
product consisted of. It also had to be more clear why we moved from the butchers to hospitals. 

wHICH fUnCTIons arE nECEssary? 
fInd MECHanICs nECEssary for dEVElopMEnT of prodUCT

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

. Too big of a product
- Need to prioritze functions 
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To find out how to ”grab” the glove from the loading mechanism and thereby take it and place it to the 
”opening mechanisme.” This will be done by using a vacuum cleaner and modifying the head of it. 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

The tests showed it was possible to grab the glove by vacuum but that it definitely had to have the 
”right” head to do it, and that the vacuum force alone wasn’t going to do it. At the same time, the small 
vacuum motor didn’t do the work, but here we weren’t sure that it is because of the lack of force, or 
because of the small tube, or both. 

It would make sense to try and calculate the force of the vacuum that is needed to lift a glove and 
hold it. In that way, it would be easier to get a manufacturer to provide with the needed for the future 
product. At the same time, it is needed with a ”head” that allows air to go through while also being 
”closed” to such a degree, that the glove can’t be swallowed through the vacuum. 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

Vacuum is a solid function to grab a glove 

Ill. 90. By using rubber we 
placed it around the vacuum 
head to make sure it didn’t 
swallow the glove. Unfortant-
ly, the glove wouldn’t stick to it.

Ill. 91. Then it was discussed 
wether the small vacuum mo-
tor from earlier could do the job 
or not - it couldn’t, so we mo-
ved back to the vacuum cleaner.

Ill. 92. To modify the head 
of the vacuum cleaner to make 
sure that it wouldn’t suck the 
whole glove, tinfoil was added 
with holes in it, and it worked!

VaCUUM MECHanIsME TEsT 1
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To create a head based on ”Vacuum mechanism test 1”, that fits a vacuum and allows air to go through 
while also not allowing the glove to be swallowed by the vacuum. 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

By making a 3D print of the head it was much easier to try and grab the glove and document it, as the 
head was holding it self because of it’s measures fitting to the vacuum-tube. It did bend a bit in the 
middle when the glove was being sucked, but it was fixed with a bit of super-glue making it more fixed.

The 3D-print was good but it had it’s weak spots, especially in the middle. 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

3D-printed head works to grab the glove together with the vacuum

Ill. 93. A head was desig-
ned in Solidworks with the di-
mensions of the vacuum-tube. 
The design was spiral with air 
being allowed to go through.

Ill. 94. Grabbing the glove Ill. 95. Glove grabbed 
and hanging perfectly

VaCUUM MECHanIsME TEsT 2
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The purpose is to generate designs that are viable for stretching out a gloves opening to allow for ease 
of access and not have struggles with the thumb during dressing. Thereby make a proof of concept to 
test if the idea holds up to reality, this is done with 3d printing and then testing with general guidelines 
from measures of man and women.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Idea 1
The main principle of this idea is 2 semi-circles that 
move apart stretching the cuff and opening of the 
glove in a single direction while maintaining a set 
height of the glove, with added considerations for 
adaptability and potential directions for increased 
and decreased grip.

Idea 2:
Uses the principle from the aparture design from 
”Worksheet: Glove opener prototype” changed to 
work with a more circular form than the studs used 
previously.

Idea 3:
Follows very closely with Idea 1 in principal and use.

Idea 4:
Uses a suction force to hold on to the outside of 
the glove and stretches cuff a either end stretching 
open the glove.

All the ideas show the stretching to be done in both directions while it would be much easier and 
cheaper to stretch from a single direction with a stationary platform, preferably since the thumb is the 
problematic part as discovered in ”Worksheet: Where is the problem with gloves?

Ill. 96. Semi circle 

Ill. 97. Different mechanismes 

gloVE opEnEr 2
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The ideation this time around was very narrow and focused, but it did give a potential solution that in 
theory could be a solution for the problem of dressing the glove properly. It was a biased beginning 
from the start, as the solution had been slightly discussed beforehand and the ideation in turn turned 
out to be no more than a thinking session for the possible development of the glove holder/spreader

CrEaTE a proof of ConCEpT To TEsT oUT THE IdEa.
fInd oUT How To graB a gloVE and MoUnT IT.

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

The ideas are mainly the same, with a circular/oval shape that split apart and spreads the width of the 
glove while maintaining a set height. This idea needs to be tested and see if it is a viable solution.

The model was made quickly with help for 
dimensions from Ill. 98 and the measure-
ments there with a small increase in size to 
account for ease of dressing.

Ill. 98. (Tilley, 1993) describing the hand of a man the measures important is 
hand width for the 99 percentile.

Ill. 99. CAD-model Ill. 100. 3D-prints of different shaped ”openers”
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By following the process as last, they would this time apply UV-paint on their hands but without 
putting on gloves themselves. Instead, we would open the selected 3D-printed glove-opener and ask 
them to insert their hands. In this way, it would be possible for us to observe how much less/more 
paint there would be on the gloves afterwards. 

The purpose of this test was to see how hygienic the current process of applying gloves on is. This was 
done by applying UV-Paint on the users hands, to be able to track the paint left on the outside of the 
gloves after the process. This time it would be by an opening mechanism and compare to the earlier 
UV-test.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Ill. 101. We opened 
the glove to have 
their hands inser-
ted.

Ill. 102. Users hand being covered 
in UV-paint. 

Ill. 103. After glove being dressed 
on user, there were no signs of 
paint on the palm-side of the 
hand. 

Ill. 104. There no sign of paint in 
the back of the hand but at 
the wrist there were paint.

Ill. 105. Of course no cross con-
tamination to the package of 
the gloves

gloVE opEnEr TEsT + UV
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The test clearly showed that there was no cross-contamination first of all, from the hands to the gloves 
in the package. There is almost no paint on the users gloves after being dressed by the glove-opener. A 
clear difference in contamination can be seen here compared to earlier test. The only place that is being 
left with a tiny amount of paint is at the wrist of the users. This is due to the fact, that they have a ten-
dency to pull up the gloves when they wear them. 

The paint that is left on the wrist of the users doesn’t in reality seem to have the big effect. As it is the 
front part of the hands that is mostly in touch with the patients and other gear at the hospital, it is 
that area that has the great importance of being clean. And by having these tests it is clear that the-
se parts are untouched by the paint, and therefore, a big success in reducing cross-contamination. At 
the same time, it seems to be because of a habit amongst the users, that they pull the gloves from 
the wrist. In reality, this is a habit that could be changed through a good fitting first time through the 
future product, and thereby avoiding bacteria contamination everywhere, also the wrist potentially. 

fIndIng oUT How To IMplEMEnT THE opEnIng MECHanIsM InTo THE ConCEpT and dIffErEnT TypEs of 
MECHanICs THaT Can worK wITH a MoTor

fInd oUT wHICH TypE of opEnIng MECHanIsM To BE IMplEMEnTEd.

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

There is a clear proof that having an opening mechanism will reduce bacteria contamination severely.

Ill. 106. We opened the 
glove to have their 
hands inserted.

Ill. 107. Users hand being 
covered in UV-paint. 

Ill. 108. There no sign of paint 
in the back or front of the 
hand, only a tiny bit at the 
wrist.
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We need to find a way to move a carriage linearly to open up the glove entrance, as such different me-
chanisms will be looked at, the mechanisms will have to be driven by an electric motor.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Rack and pinion
It is a basic rotational to the linear converter rotating the pinion 
gear creates linear movement on the rack. When the gear is sup-
plied with rotational energy, it will start to move and when the 
rotational energy is stopped it will follows the will of any forces 
that are applied to it, meaning that it does not lock into place. 
Meaning that any carriage using this mechanism would fall down 
when the supply of energy stops. (Rack and pinion, n.d.)

Worm drive
Is a basic rotational to rotational gearing that changes the di-
rection of the rotational energy to another rotational axis, the 
largest advantage, a worm drive has been the self-locking proper-
ties, where the gear cannot rotate if it is not driven by the screw? 
This mechanism has high friction between the screw and the gear. If 
you lock the gear then it turns into a rotational motion to linear 
motion mechanism. (Worm drive, n.d.)

Lead screw
Lead screws are used to turn rotational motion into linear motion, 
this mechanism also has the advantage of self-locking properties so 
a carriage carried by what would in this case be the female connec-
ting member. Though the biggest disadvantage to this system is the 
large amount of friction between the male and female connecters. 
(Leadscrew, n.d.)

Ill. 109. (Rack and pinion, 2015) showing a rack 
and pinion system with the pinion riding on the 
rack

Ill. 110. (Worm drive, 2006) a worm drive with 
a worm attached to a handle, and a worm gear 
being driven by the rotation of the worm

Ill. 111. (Lead screw, 2015) a lead screw show-
ing the male and female connectors.

CarrIagE drIVEr
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The self locking aspects of the lead screw and the worm drive are very important for ensuring that 
the carriage doesn’t slip and cause injury to the user or cause damage to the machine, as the stability 
given by the locking mechanism ensures saef usage.

since the rack and pinion mechanism does not have a self locking properties it is therefore not a viable 
solution for the product.

then the choice is between the lead screw and the worm drive, where the largest difference is that the 
lead screws female connecter is stable in three dimensions where there is a single direction of travel 
but it does require the female connector to not rotate along with the male connector.

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

Ill. 112. Lead gear demonstrated in cad where the lead gear controls the glove stretcher in both closed and open position

this WS works as a compilation of inforamtion and reasoning behind choice of mekanism

dECIdIng THE TypE of opEnIng MECHanIsME THE lEad sCrEw sHoUld BE IMplEMEnTEd on

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

The mechanism operating the carriage linearly should have a locking mechanism the lead screw is a 
good mechanism to do this with while it may have high friction so does the worm drive.
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To create an opening mechanism allowing more flexibility in the opening of different sized gloves. This 
is due to the fact, that the ”glove opener 2” was fixed in dimensions and thereby in opening gloves.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Ill. 113. 3D-model closed. 
Made of the same function and the shut-
ter aparture, but with 4 arms instead.

Ill. 114. 3D-model opened. 
The glove will be spread in a rectangular 
form making it easy for insertion of hand. 

Ill. 115. 3D-model closed from behind.

Ill. 116. Glove being spread by 
the arms of the new 3D-model of 
the glove-opener. Shape of the 
opening to the right compared to 
the original opening to the right.

Ill. 117. Original inspiration 
of the new glove opener with 
the shutter aparture mechanis-
me. Compared to the new mode, 
this one opened the glove in a 
circular form as seen to the right. 

gloVE opEnEr 3
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By modifying the first model ”Glove opener 1” with the shutter aperture mechanism, a new version has 
been made to create a more flexible opening of gloves. The main difference in this one is the fact that it 
isn’t opened in a circular way, but in a rectangular way as it is seen in ”Glove opener 2”, as this is the way 
the hand is shaped in the entrance of the glove-dressing process.

Also, it would be easy to attach a motor to the new model in the future, as it would only need a small-sca-
le motor to make the glove opener rotate. 

There are concerns wether the arms will be able to withstand the force of opening a glove after some 
cycles. Also, it has to be considered in what material that would fit the best to the arms. In general, 
it cam seem as a bit of a ”weak” model in some points. An FEM analysis of the arms would be a good 
future choice to investigate if the arms can take the preassure. 

fIndIng oUT wHICH sIzE THE ”rooM” sHoUld BE for a fITTIng and CoMforTaBlE Hand 
fInd oUT THE MECHanIsME THaT sHoUld BE aBlE To load gloVEs InTo a posITIon 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Vacuum works to expand the glove 
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To incorporate all the new knowlege and prototypes of the functions to a new concept.

pUrposE and METHod

Ill. 118. New concept

nEw ConCEpT and fEEdBaCK
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The new concept was considerable smaller than the previous model. This was possible to do due to 
the fact, a bigger insight and modelling of the different functions was made. As these were beginning 
to be cleared out one step at a time, it was also possible to put it together and see the bigger picture. 
As previous said this project wouldn’t be idea-generating as previous projects, but start out more in 
the concept development part as it is hands-on.

The product would at this present time consist of a glove storage that could take 3 different sizes and a 
glove opener made out of steel. 

It has moved from being a product that hangs on the wall to being placed on the tables that are al-
ready in the hospital rooms. This is due to the fact, that it will take way to much space than necessa-
ry. Even though it has been smaller than the first concept, it is still hard to imagine how big/small it 
will be in context. Therefore it would make sense to make a 1:1 cardboard model to see in real life. 

MaKIng a 1:1 CardBoard ModEl

fEEdBaCK 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

New concept has to be reviewed for feedback

Ill. 119. Exploded view of new concept
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A 1:1 cardboard model of the latest concept 

To see the latest concept in a 1:1 model 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

It was clear to see that the mode was bigger than what was anticipated by the team. It was smaller than 
the original concept, but still bigger than what it seemed to be in CAD-program. It was specifically the 
hight that caught the eyes. 

It was a great example of why it is important to make quick mock-ups now and then of what is desig-
ned, as it sometimes gives a completely different perspective on a concept. It was clear here that it was 
too tall, and therefor this needs to be evaluated for a potential change and how to. 
 
As it will be placed in a hospital it would be placed on a table which would most likely have a top-cabi-
net. Therefor the hight has an importance for the final product. 

fInd oUT If IT Is IMporTanT wITH 3 paCKagEs of gloVEs 
sEE If THE HIgHT Can BE CUT lEss 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Cardboard mock-up showed a too tall product 

Ill. 120. Front view of model Ill. 121. Side view of model Ill. 122. Above view of model

1:1 ModEl and sIzE
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To figure out whether or not we should have 2 or 3 different sizes of gloves available. With the sized 
being Small and Large or Small, medium and large. as the impact of having the medium size gloves is 
up in the air, especially considering the possible size constrains of the product. If it has to fit on a counter 
and have a cupboard above it, it becomes a question of how we can argue for getting rid of the medium 
size glove.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

The reason for getting rid of the medium size glove instead of any other size is that wearing a glove that 
is too small is more uncomfortable than wearing a glove a size too large. Using this thought process a 
person who usually wears a size medium can comfortably wear a size large without much loss of fun-
ction. Whereas the small size glove can cover for the X-small size glove as well as the small size glove.

The height of the machine with three chambers of gloves is 520mm tall.
The height of the machine with two chambers of gloves is 365mm tall.

SXS M L XL

SXS M L XL
Ill. 123. Range of gloves from using 3 sizes and using 2 sizes with the used gloves marked in blue 
and the covered gloves being marked with a dotted line box. dark grey shows sizes of gloves not 
covered

Although the new approach does not cover all users, neither did the previous set up of gloves. There is 
still a small subsection of glove users who are not covered by the machine.

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

Removing a glove size and letting the large size glove act in place of the medium size glove while not 
being a big change allows for simplifying the product at a relatively small cost to the usability of the 
glove dressing machine while removing 155mm of height. 

aMoUnT of gloVE sIzEs/opTIon
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The interaction of the user and product is at this point lacking due in turn to lack of testing in context 
and in person.

The heights between the two different compartment options compared shows a significant change. 
The new design isn’t being much taller than a carton of milk (1L) the lowered angle of the window can 
indicate lessened view of the users hands during use.

looK aT ManUfaCTUrIng

rEflECTIon

analysIs

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

The removal of height has changed the expression of the product and the concern in how much space 
it takes up.

Ill. 124. Final concept next to earlier model (to see 
hight difference - compared to a milk carton

fInal ConCEpT
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- The product needs to fit to a hospital excaminati-
on room without being too large 

- Large and small size of gloves are enough to cover 
most of the markets use of gloves.

A recuring feedback has been made it smaller. This for-
ced the group to dig into what is necessary, allowing it 
to remove functions that wasn’t a need to have but a 
nice to have. From there, a concept was created that was 
significantly smaller in size than the original, and with 
its main functions: dressing a glove fast and hygienic. 

- There is a clear difference in cross contamination 
between putting gloves on as it is with SAHD com-
pared to without.  

Chapter 2.2: 
Manufacturer

ConCEpT dEVElopMEnT 
ConlUsIon + sUM-Up
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Chapter 2.2: 
Manufacturer

To create and establish a business and create a product, manufacturing was a necessary 
step and finding out how to create all the parts of the product. Therefore, manufactu-
ring for the components was developed. Some of the key-questions that needed answers 
were:

- How much is it going to cost to produce all of it?
- Can one manufacturer produce all of the components?
- Where to manufacture?

Methodology

Internet research
To get a scope of the size of the glove market and the problem internet research was 
conducted to find statistics and articles.

Calculations
To Find out how much space gloves take up when placed in cardboard packages we have 
made calculations estimating the sizes

Stress strain testing
Finding out how much force is required for the gloves to be opened up a specific amount 
has required stress strain testing.
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The purpose is to remove uncertainty of production of certain parts, not all parts of the product speci-
fically; the outer shells of the product; the glove opening mechanism; and the box for gloves

pUrposE and METHod

oUTEr sHElls

The outer shells of the product are to be made using 
plastic injection molding with polycarbonate plastic 
being used for all three outer shell parts in two diffe-
rent variations.

Injection molding
Injection molding is the forceful injection of molten 
resin into a mold before cooling the resin.

Design concern
Products or part made using injection molding re-
quires draft angles so the part can be removed from 
the mold (Xometry design guide: injection molding, 
n.d.) the tall sides and large sides are a cause for con-
cern and will likely require ribbing for strength and 
riggidity (Xometry design guide: injection molding, 
n.d.). The same is true for the screw mounts. They 
will also likely require gussets and ribs for strength 
and smoother molding.

Transparent polycarbonate
there are some big differences when it comes to plastic injection molding in opaque and transparent 
resins, mainly the attention to detail required.
Areas of concern transparent
since we have gone to the effort of making the parts transparent and clear any scraping and tool marks 
from the injection and the extraction process are 
going to be very visible this also applies to any imper-
fections in the mold. The imperfection cannot be hid-
den in the same way as with opaque were texturing 
the mold can hide some manufacturing flaws. Since 
we cannot have visible injection points and extraction 
points specifically from the extractor pins.

Ill. 125. Rendering of the shells three parts exploded shown in 
representative materials

Ill. 126. (xometry design guide: injection molding, n.d.) 
screenshot from the design guide about their recommended 

ManUfaCTUrIng and prodUCTIon
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CUrrUgaTEd CardBoard TypE E flUTE

CnC CUTTIng and CrEasIng
CNC cutting with an oscilating knife and crea-
sing attachment (Corrugated/Honeycomb 
Cardboard Cutting with CNC Oscillating Knife 
Cutting Machine, n.d.)

arEas os ConCErn
the only areas of concern with the manufac-
turing is the end stage curling of the ends to 
seal the box, as the only place the curling (see 
Ill. 129) is actively used is with cardboard tube 
ends and tube shaped boxes.
in case of the curling not being an applicable 
production method a tab with a tear away opti-
on is considered

gloVE Box

Ill. 127. Cardboard box for gloves folded 

Ill. 128. Cardboard box for gloves folding pattern

Ill. 129. (edge crimped and curled, n.d.) edges of tube 
containers with their edges curled up.
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The glove opening mechanism is set to be made in metals and plastics with critical parts made in me-
tal and supporting parts made from plastics.

Gripper arm
The gripper arm is made from a stainless steel alloy the specifics are at this 
stage not known. The gripper is made from sheet steel and CNC cut using 
either a plasma cutter or water cutter. With the cylindrical grabber being 
joined through welding.

Control ring
The control ring is made from a stainless steel alloy that has been cut using 
CNC plasma cutter or water cutter.

Connecting rod
The connecting rod is being considered in both plastic and steel depending 
on the load on the connecting rod, there is also the possibility of shaving 
some excess material. In steel it will be treated like the control ring with the 
possibility of using die cutting press to stamp out the connecting rods in 
large number depending on strength requirements. In plastic it will likely 
be made using either injection molding or extrusion and cutting to the right 
thickness.

Water cutting
This process is well made for dealing with steels of any kind and have no ef-
fective limitations on the thickness of the cut material both criteria coming 
at the cost of processing time (water jet cutting a technology on the rise, 
2010).

Could not find a design guide for plasma cutting

Ill. 130. glove opening mecha-
nism exploded

Ill. 131. glove opening mecha-
nism control ring with marked up 
contours for cutting edges

Ill. 132. Connecting rods made 
from Steel (metallic) and plastic 
(blue)

Ill. 133. Glove gripper arm in three different 
materials, from the left; steel; plastic; and 

gloVE opEnIng MECHanIsME
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Most manufacturers have resources available such as design guides to help designers make better use 
of their services. While they are not readily available for cardboard. 

assEMBly

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

The most certain production method among the ones brought up would be the plastic injection mol-
ding. The cardboard cutting and creasing is also quite certain with some potential for design changes 
as information increases. When it comes to the opening mechanism, there are some parts of different 
production methods with some uncertainties that can be dealt with as more information is gathered.
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To find out how much space a 100, 150 and 200 stack of gloves takes up when packaged while looking 
at different ways of packaging instead of laying them in a single layer. These calculations are simplifica-
tions of the real situation.

pUrposE and METHod

EQUaTIons and approaCH

A disposable glove typically has a rolled cuff that allows for easy 
grabbing and detecting where the glove opening is. But this rol-
led cuff makes the glove thicker than the thickest part of the 
fingers creating a wedge shape where the angular deflection 
would produce problems when enough gloves are stacked on 
top of each other. As a simplification the thickness of the thick-
est point of finger tips is separated from the calculations and ad-
ded on top (see Ill. 134). And the angular deflections are added 
together separately see Ill. 135 for simplicity the length is used 
as seen in Ill. 135 to calculate the total thickness of the stack of 
gloves a

t

x

Ill. 134. Displayed here is the separation between 
the glove thickness and the angle created by the 
cuff and the 

Ill. 135. displayed here is that as the angle doubles 
the length of asum increases non-linearly

Ill. 136. illustration displaying the components of 
the equation: A = tan-1(a/b)

a

b
A

a_sum

a

A_sum
A

the images and illustrations shown here are not to scale

gloVE THICKnEss
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In order to find the angle deflection at n1 and n2 amount 
of gloves, to see how large the angle becomes at the re-
spective number of gloves. We use trigonometry to find 
the angle A.

A = 0.125 degrees
Asum_n1=12.5 degrees

Asum_n2=18.68 degrees
Asum_n3=25 degrees

tn1 = 76.2 mm
tn2 = 114.7 mm
tn3 = 153.6 mm

a

A

A

A

A

a
x

b

a

A

x

x
x

x
x

b

b
a

a

a

tthickness=2asum+x
asum=b*tan(Asum)
Asum =A*ny
A = tan-1(a/b)

a = 0,5  mm
b = 230  mm
x = 0,25  mm
n1 = 100
n2 = 150
n3 = 200

Ill. 137. Seen here is the largest consideration for the stack of gloves.

sInglE layEr paCKagIng
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In order to find the angle deflection at n1 and n2 amount 
of gloves, to see how large the angle becomes at the re-
spective number of gloves. We use trigonometry to find 
the angle A.

A = 0.125 degrees
Asum_n1=12.5 degrees

Asum_n2=18.68 degrees
Asum_n3=25 degrees

tn1 = 76.2 mm
tn2 = 114.7 mm
tn3 = 153.6 mm

a

A

A

A

A

a
x

b

a

A

x

x
x

x
x

b

b
a

a

a

tthickness=2asum+x
asum=b*tan(Asum)
Asum =A*ny
A = tan-1(a/b)

a = 0,5  mm
b = 230  mm
x = 0,25  mm
n1 = 100
n2 = 150
n3 = 200

Ill. 138. Seen here is the largest consideration for the stack of gloves.

sInglE layEr paCKagIng

sTrEss sTraIn nITrIlE rUBBEr

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

We require that the gloves can be placed into our packaging from the manufacturer and laid cuff to 
cuff and tip to tip.
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To find out how much force is required to stretch a nitrile rubber glove to a given length by taking stress 
and strain measurements by applying a force of tension on the glove and noting down the strain on the 
glove.

pUrposE and METHod

sETUp

The glove is being measured while being stretched out whi-
le suspended in tension as the glove size L does not transmit 
stresses while in compression.

the glove is meassured before being stressed. with a light 
weight of 31g
the gloves are being stressed using 4 known weights

stress strain Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
Start length 9 9 9,1 8,9

404,8 g 10,2 10,4 9,9 9,7
595,7 g 10,5 10,7 10,5 10,1
737,6 g 11 11 11,1 10,4

1107,5 g 12,8 13,2 12,7 11,1

While doing the tests it was discovered that the glove would 
respond to continuos stress by increasing the strain and further 
increasing the elongation from the test.
elongation static 
load

405 g 596 g 738 g 1108 g

unloaded length 9 9 9 8,9
start 10,1 10,2 10,5 11,2
10 minutes 10,7 11,5 11,6 14,4
additional 
elongation

106% 113% 110% 129%

as can be seen in the table the additional strain rises with 
increased stresses in a non-linear fashion or since the amount 
of tests were not extensive the additional elongation rate could 
be described as eratic. possibly as a result of being in plastic 
deformation instead of being in elastic deformation.

Ill. 139. glove being placed in an ”un-loaded” 
state to measure the start length before strain.

Ill. 140. Table of test results for stresses and strains

Ill. 141. Table of test results for loaded accrued deformation as a result of time

Ill. 142. glove being strained by a known weight to get the strained length

sTrEss sTraIn of nITrIlE rUBBEr gloVE
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as seen in Ill. 143 the logarithmic regression fits well with the test points from Ill. 141 as there are some 
uncertainties as noted in Ill. 142 therefore a safety factor of 1,5 should be added onto the calculations

While there are discrepancies in the data acquired as he gloves elongates over time and the measure-
ments were not taken at the exact moment of strain but some seconds after that the results could be 
screwed, as such a margin of safety is required when it comes to dimensioning the force required to 
open the gloves.

dIMEnsIon THE forCE rEQUIrEd To opEn THE gloVEs

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

For calculating the strain-stresses for the motor the logarithmic regression will be used as with the 
margins for errors in the testing this gives the while not most accurate picture of the gloves but the sa-
fest picture to use given the circumstances. With the force required for a given strain being given with 
y= 5,8993ln(x)-0,3484 at a safety factor of 1,5

Ill. 143. Stress strain curve using the data from table 1 using the average value for each weight. with a logarithmic regression line as there 
are some doubts about the validity of the curvature that is pressent in the data.
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The purpose is to make clear the requirements for the glove manufacturer

The gloves are required to be packaged with the thumbs pointing the same way and laid flat. they 
should be laid cuff to cuff and fingers to fingers while being packaged in the Immotechs glove packa-
ging. 

we have known for a long time what the requirements for the glove manufacturers are but it has taken 
some time for this WS to be made

dETaIlIng

pUrposE and METHod

rEQUIrEMEnTs for paCKagIng

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

rEQUIrEMEnTs for THE gloVEs

we require that the gloves can be placed into our packaging from manufacturer and laid cuff to cuff 
and tip to tip

The gloves are required to not stick to themselves or eachother, as with the gloves sticking to themsel-
ves will require the gloves to be unstuck before they can be mounted on the glove opener. 

gloVE rEQUIrEMEnTs
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The box for gloves is made from Type E flute cor-
rugated cardboard cut and pressed.

Having gotten a greater understanding of the manufac-
turing process and what is required to manufacture the 
individual components and the limitations the materi-
als presents, and the overall interaction that is between 
the parts and its manufacture.

ManUfaCTUrEr ConlUsIon 
+ sUM-Up

The Glove opening mechanism is made from me-
tal cut with a water jet cutter. 

The number of gloves in a pack of gloves amounts 
to 150 pieces. 

We know how much force is required to stretch 
the glove cuff 
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Chapter 2.3: 
Detailing

The task ahead is getting some details in order which will be the theme of this chapter. 
This will be done through calculations, stress-strain testing materials doing Finite Ele-
ment Method (FEM) analysis, and verification using stress testing. This research should 
lock in some key details.

- How much force do the grabbers need to comfortably hold?
- How much power does the motor moving the grabbers need to output?
- Verify that the grabbers can hold the stresses from the gloves.

Methodology
The following chapter will use Calculations, FEM analysis, and stress testing on models 
to answer some questions regarding the strength of material and shape and model.

Calculations
Using the Stress-strain curves from the previous chapter we can find the required output 
required for moving the motor which in turn requires knowing how much force the glove 
grabbers need to exert on the gloves to get a required deformation.

FEM analysis
Using the CAD model made earlier representing the glove grabber we used the Solid-
Works Study tools to set up an FEM analysis for the stresses applying knowledge from 
the calculations. And using said FEM analysis to find structural weaknesses in the design 
and apply fixes to them.

Stress testing
The physical glove grabber models made from the resin were stress-tested using the for-
ces calculated and see if they can withstand the forces required. 
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Use the material information from ”Worksheet: Stress strain of nitrile rubber glove” to size the motor 
for opening the gloves to the wanted size. 

pUrposE and METHod

sIzIng THE MoTor for opEnIng THE gloVE

In order to find the required amount of power [Watt], [Nm/s] 
that is required of the motor to open the glove sized large to the 
required size.

The first thing that needs to be established is the elongation of 
the glove and how much force is required to perform this defor-
mation. As such we need to know the original circumference of the glove and the wanted circumference.
The wanted circumference is found using these calculations.

Now that we know the wanted circumference and the differen-
ce between the original circumference and the wanted circum-
ference.
We can use the stress-strain regression from ”Worksheet: Stress 
strain of nitrile rubber glove”

With the force required to make the deformation on the glove 
now known, we need to know the force required to overcome 
the friction of steel on steel lubricated. The force of mass is mul-
tiplied with the coefficient of friction of 0,23 (Friction and Fricti-
on Coefficients, n.d.)

The total force required is equal to.

Angle θ  =  35 degrees
t  = 2 [s]
Regression parameters
a  = 5,8993 
b  = -0,3484
Ssafety  = 1,5
Sloss  = 1,5
mass  = 0,93 [kg]
µ  = 0,04
rcircle  = 110  [mm]

lcircumference_start = 231  [mm]
lend  = 120 [mm]
wend  = 40  [mm]
rcorner  = 2,5  [mm]

Ill. 144. Circumference calculations with the red 
rektangel showing the frame of the calculations, 
blue showing the pins and black showing the 
length and width after removing the radius of the 
pins from the red rektanle

opEnIng MECHanIsME: MoTor
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Now that we know the force required we can find the torque required to get the wanted deformation 
on the glove

in order to find out how much work the motor has to do we need to know the revolutions required in a 
given time. In these case revolutions per second.

With the revolutions per second, we can now find the angular velocity which we can use to find the 
output watt of the motor using the angular velocity (ω) and the torque. (τ)

Now that we know the required output of the motor, we can use the motors efficiency to calculate the 
Winput of the motor which can be found as a function of the motor efficiency and further be defined as

Woutput =6,123 [W], [Nm/s]

Ill. 145. the opening mechanism being shown marked in colors with the point of motor contact marked in blue with a radius 
called rcircle being 110 [mm] and is responsible for transfering the power from the motor to the glove
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With the safety factor of 1,5 for unaccounted forces, stresses, frictions and such. So while the motor may 
be over sized. This along with the data regression data from ”Worksheet: Stress strain of nitrile rubber 
glove” being taken as the worst case scenario points towards the 6,123 [W] likely being over dimensio-
ned for the task. 

(wHICH nEw THIngs do wE nEEd To do now? wHaT sHoUld wE looK fUrTHEr InTo?)

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

We have found out that the amount of work that has to come out from the motor with a safety factor 
of 1,5 is 6,123 [W] with the V [V] and I [amp] depending on the selected motors efficiency.

References
Engineeringtoolbox.com. n.d. Friction and Friction Coefficients. [online] Available at: <https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/friction-coeffi-
cients-d_778.html> [Accessed 30 April 2021].
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The purpose of this test was to see if the glove could expand when exposed to vacuum. The model was 
made out of cardboard, half of a coca-cola bottle (1L), a small vacuum motor, glue, tube and wires. By 
drilling a hole in the bottom of the bottle, one could glue the bottom to the tube, and by filling the front 
with a glove, a successful vacuum happened.

The purpose have been to find out if vacuum will expand the glove and how the setup generally will 
be set to achieve the expantion of the glove. This will be done through a prototype that includes card-
board, wires, batteries, tube, glue, half a bottle and a vacuum-motor. 

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

The test was successful in the sense that the glove was expanded as hoped and expected.
It took 10 seconds. 

There was nearly not enough room in the bottle for my hand to be there, so that differently has to be 
bigger. A bigger room also means more space and thereby needs a stronger vacuum. The glove was 
inserted manually, we need to find out what kind of mechanism will be smart to load the glove auto-
matically. 

fIndIng oUT wHICH sIzE THE ”rooM” sHoUld BE for a fITTIng and CoMforTaBlE Hand 
fInd oUT THE MECHanIsME THaT sHoUld BE aBlE To load gloVEs InTo a posITIon 

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Vacuum works to expand the glove 

Ill. 146. Testing 
strength by lifting 
400ml

Ill. 147. Testing close-up Ill. 148. Silicone form  and resin 
model with kobber inside for 
increased strength

sTrEss TEsT of rEsIn ”graBBErs”
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To find out how durable the glove spreader arm is and how much force can be applied to it before bre-
aking a finite element analysis needs to be carried out. While a calculation could be carried out as well, 
the complexity of the shape would give a large error and would be somewhat incomparable

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Ill. 149. finite element simulation of the spreader arm in the 
start configurations showing large stress conccentrations in the 
seam. while still being within strength requirements is concer-
ning to see. the material tested being steel

Ill. 150. With a fillet given to the stress concentrations found 
the location of a former ”fix” to the concentration issue has 
shown up again as a problem.

Ill. 151. location of stress concentration has been given a fillet 
to spread out the load an decrease the stress concentration, in 
turn showing the location of another stress concentration

Ill. 152. the fillets used to fix the stress concentrations has 
been increased to spread out the load further

sTrEss sTraIn analysIs
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With a yield strength of 2,827e8 (282 700 000) N/m2 and the stresses being between 1,5e8 (150 000 000) 
N/m2 to 1,8e8 (180 000 000) N/m2 depending on which configuration the spreader arm is in. seeing a 
reduction to Ill. 153 shows 4,822e7 (48 220 000) N/m2 giving a safety factor of 5,8 should prove strong 
enough to not break from any sudden failures while still being able to withstand some degree of fati-
gue, but fatigue could become an issue in future.

Hand calculations could have been used to supplement any mesh errors in the simulation that would 
have given false indication of problems, and different mesh sizes and types could have been used to 
better deal with strange behavior. But the continuous stress concentrations in the same spots shows 
that the significant areas of concern are not unfounded

(wHICH nEw THIngs do wE nEEd To do now? wHaT sHoUld wE looK fUrTHEr InTo?)

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

Using finite element the loads in the simulations were able to be better distributed in the material and 
lowering the stress concentrations significantly.

Ill. 153. final configuration of fillets giving a significant reduc-
tion from the start calculations, with the potential to reduce the 
stress concentrations further if needed
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- The output of the motor powering the glove grab-
ber requires 6,123 [W] of power to open the gloves.

- The glove grabbers could withstand the applied 
force without breaking.
 

dETaIlIng ConClUsIon + 
sUM-Up

The FEM analysis showed that the glove grabber was li-
kely to suffer from stress concentrations, which were al-
leviated with the addition of material to help the transi-
tions where the stress concentrations appear.
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Chapter 3: 
Business

The following chapter deals with doing business how we compare with the competition, 
what our beachhead market is. What the action of execution is and business canvas of 
the company.

 
What is the market?
How do we enter the market?
What is the business model?
How are we aligned with the competition?

 
Methodology.
The following chapter makes use of Competitor mapping, beachhead market, and busi-
ness canvas to establish a business model and a setup of an execution plan to carry out 
the business model.

 
Competitor mapping
The competitor mapping looks at the IGIN glove dispenser and looks at how to align 
SAHD, so they have a different value proposition and use scenarios to avoid undue com-
petition.

 
Beachhead Market
In the beachhead market, seven questions are asked adhering to the market and the he-
alth and plans for moving to different markets.

Business canvas
Is a tool for showing the business model and used to document the business model.

 
Execution plan
This section contains the plans to be carried out in the future regarding the development 
of the product and steps to be taken before product launch. 



IgIn
Values

Time optimization supplyline optimization
Environmental waste reduction / glove use optimization

Hygiene mobility

The IGIN is lacking when it comes to user considerations and the user in general and doesn’t come 
across as intuitive at all and lacks semiotic symbolism or instructions in general. Ease of use does not 
appear to be a general consideration for the IGIN with the exception being around the glove dressing 
function making the product look more like an advanced proof of concept or prototype than a finis-
hed product. ”Worksheet: IGIN values”

saHd
values

Hygiene Longlasting
Dependable Inclusive

As these values are the wanted values for SAHD 

Compile the information we have about the competition and our own product and find areas of dif-
ferentiation that would allow less direct competition on the market during the startup phase of the 
product. And end up with the unique selling point of the product.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

Ill. 154. Table comes from ”Worksheet: IGIN values”

sTrEngTHs

• High capacity of gloves
• Mobile
• Hygenic
• Quick glove dressing

wEaKnEssEs

• Lack of user interaction points
• Lack of semiotics for product under-

standing
• Large footprint and bulky
• no obvious product direction
• runs on battery

CoMpETITor MappIng
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saHd
The SAHD has no wish at this time to be a mobile platform for glove dressing. Instead, the function is 
to be a stationary hygiene station where the user(s) can reliably expect the product to be placed. We 
do not expect a great need for several hundreds of gloves to be a necessary component of the pro-
duct which will allow the product to be that much smaller. While the product being easily attachable 
to a power outlet does not require a battery to operate like the IGIN does as such there isn’t any extra 
considerations for making a more longlasting product by replacing the battery every so often or the 
inconvenience of what to do when the charge runs out indicating the dependability of the product. 
A great point for differentiation would be to improve on the semiotics to fight the weak spots of the 
competition. There is also the idea of glove removal and assisting the user in removing the gloves safe-
ly and contain them to a secure area.

• Clear indication of how to use the product (inclusive)
• Smaller size to better fit on a wall (inclusive)
• Stationary placement. (dependable)
• Glove removal (hygiene)
• No running the product primarily of a battery (dependable, longlasting)

The approach towards the marked is a reactive approach, looking at what is wrong on the marked and 
seeing what weaknesses the competition has and trying to one up them, while adding on a few featu-
res that will help the product stand out. Meaning we have found the products unique selling points in 
the marked coincidentally these USP also coincides with the products values.

CoMpIlE all CrITErIas for THE rEQUIrEMEnTs

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

We succeded in finding ways that the values of our product and the flaws of our competitors to open 
up areas of differentiation where ALL of out values are represented, which is a really great boon.

• Clear indication of how to use the product (semiotics)
• Smaller size to better fit on a wall
• Stationary placement.
• Glove removal
• No running the product primarily of a battery
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to find out if the selected beachhead marked of danish hospitals are an appropriate beachhead mar-
ked and analyse the market by asking these 7 questions.
1. Is it well funded?
2. Do we have ready access?
3. Do we have a compelling value proposition?
4. Can we deliver the whole product?
5. How is the competition?
6. Can we use the beachhead to leverage access to other markets?
7. How does the market fit with our personal allignment?

pUrposE and METHod

Is IT wEll fUndEd?

According to the conversation with LSI (appendix xx) the funding is mostly based on the value propo-
sition when it comes to the danish healthcare sector. If the product can become a part of best practice 
then the funding available becomes well secured. While there are economic incentives for innovations 
in the healthcare sector.

While access has been restricted and hard to get during the Covid-19 pandemic we are hopeful that in 
future when the situation has gotten under control and the vast majority of Danes have been vaccina-
ted and the state of the world goes back to ”normal” we expect the access to improve.

do wE HaVE rEady aCCEss To THE CUsToMEr?

The value of reducing diseases and the spread of diseases especially when it comes to infections that are 
most commonly acquired during hospital stays and visits like MRSA and C. Diff. Are the main perpetra-
tors but our product can also help as a pandemic measure to reduce the spread in hospitals.

do wE HaVE a CoMpEllIng ValUE proposITIon?

It has always been the plan to deliver the product along with a service of gloves, so we can be sure that 
the gloves and the machine fit together and the requirements of the gloves meet the desired require-
ments for the machine to function properly.

While saying that there is not competition is strictly not true, there is no product that directly competes 
with the functions of our product. When it comes to incumbent competitors like the glove suppliers, we 
will run into some pushback. But we expect that with the government incentivising innovation in the 
health sector will help alleviate these incumbant competitors.

Can wE dElIVEr THE wHolE prodUCT?

How Is THE CoMpETITIon?

BEaCHHEad MarKET
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We expect that with some hospitals using the product and hopefully seeing the improvement it brings 
that we can move to other countries in with the product.

That being said we also see that we can move into food suppliers by stating that these are up to the 
task of hospital abuse and spread.

Can wE lEVEragE THE BEaCHHEad MarKET?

Jonas: I find the current state of the healthcare system to have areas of absurdity and places of insin-
cerity the problem with how gloves are handled is something I find strange. The acknowledged best 
line of defense is being treated haphazardly by the healthcare professionals. Especially in how they are 
treated during the dressing phase and keeping sure that the gloves are kept safe.

Bashar: Since childhood i have personally always wanted to be a doctor and more specifillay a brain 
surgeon. Since then i also had a dream of becoming a dentist, so a facination in the health-care sector 
has always been something. As a son of a Mechanic, industrial products and mechanics have been a 
big part of my life. Together with my love and facination of Industrial design today, this product sums 
up as one big combination of both worlds that i love, the medical and industrial. 

doEs THE MarKET fIT wITH oUr pErsonal allIgnMEnT?

The beachhead market shows promise but there is concerns about the normal size of the markets 
growth as we would struggle to keep up with a possible demand. This makes us reflect upon the fact 
that we would need a strong foundation of investors to be able to keep up with the market demands 
and expectations in regard of providing service for the product and selling of gloves. 

BUsInEss CanVas

InITIal ExECUTIon plan

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

The danish healthcare sector is an almost ideal place to make a beachhead market the main downside 
being the Covid-19 pandemic putting restrictions on the access. otherwise with government incen-
tives and the lack of powerful encumbent competitors. coupled with the potential of the leverage 
granted by the marked makes it very hard to see the downsides of the market as a beachhead
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Key partners Key activities Value 
propositions

Customer 
relationships

Customer 
Segments

Channels

Glove supplier 

Cost structure Revenue streams

Investors

Manufactures

Innovation

R&D

Creating a hygie-
nic environment

Time saving

Sustainability

Costumer as-
sistance

B2B

Events/
Conferences

LSI

Healthcare 
sector

Food sector
Cleaning sector

Laboratories 
and chemical 

facilities

Product design

Software development

Manufacturing

Employees
Costumer service

R&D
Advertisement
Product Certifications

Sale of product/service

Glove supply

prElIMInary BUsInEss ModEl

To create and have an understanding of a potential business case where the different aspects of a 
companies actions and responsibilities.

pUrposE and METHod

EMpIrICal daTa and sHorT dEsCrIpTIons

This business canvas was created at the beginning of the whole process to get into the company state 
of mind. It hasn’t been developed on since then, but would definitly be evaluated in the future of the 
company. 

rEflECTIon
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ExECUTIon plan

Development

Development

Development

prototyping

prototyping

prototyping

FunDraising

FunDraising

FunDraising

manuFacture

manuFacture

manuFacture

Glove grabber car-
riage

Fix issues found in 
tests

Fix issues found in 
alpha deployment

Find angel investor

Find angel investor

Find angel investor

Create prototypes 
for functions

Create prototypes 
pump test

Create Beta Model

Create large scale 
production

Glove grabber 
head

User interaction

Setup study for 
difference made 
using alpha model

Test: Functions

Test: pump

Test: Beta Model

Apply for grants

Apply for grants

Start selling Alpha 
models

Apply for grants

Start selling Beta 
Models

Create prototypes 
for assembly

Create prototypes 
User interaction

Create Alpha mo-
del

Setup small scale 
production

Interaction bet-
ween components

Size up the required 
motors and pump

Beta Model

Test: Interaction 
between compo-
nents

Test: User interacti-
on

Test: User interacti-
on

phase 1: prototypes

phase 2: alpha moDel

phase 3: Beta moDel
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the task is to explore the different ways of storing gloves with illustrations detailing the interaction 
between the user and the glove refilling. Ending out with a solution that does not have a high amount 
of complications for its use case and looking through the different solution cases and assesing their 
implementation cost against eachother. and create a framework for the changes to the supply chain 
that follows as a result of implementation of the product.

pUrposE and METHod

BIg Box gloVE ConTaInEr

sTEp 1
Here the box of gloves has a considerable amount of gloves remai-
ning

sTEp 2
As the gloves are being removed the compressive glove pusher is 
pushing the gloves close to the intended use point until there are no 
gloves left.

sTEp 3
With no more gloves left the box containing the gloves can be remo-
ved pulled out without problem.

sTEp 4
Having removed the container the box comes in it is now possible to 
reset the compressive glove pusher.

sTEp 5
Now that hte compressive glove pusher is reset a new container of 
gloves can be inserted, refilling the the amount of gloves available

This solution is intended for all types of users, where the estimated 
primary refiller being the doctor or nurse who needs to use the glo-
ves. 

ValUE CHaIn
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sTEp 1
Multiple containers of gloves are stacked and kept in place by the 
pressure from the compressive glove pusher

sTEp 2
As the gloves are being used up the compressive glove pusher mo-
ves further along its path

sTEp 3
when the compressive glove pusher has moved past a glove contai-
ner completely it can be removed from the stack.

sTEp 4
with the container removed the compressive glove pusher can be 
reset.

sTEp 5
with the compressive glove pusher reset a new container of  gloves 
can be inserted and be refilled.

This method is primary dependent on maintenance staff to restock 
the machine before it runs out of gloves and in worst case a nurse or 
a doctor can refill it in case they run out.

MUlTIplE gloVE Box CoMparTMEnT
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sTEp 1
Here the box of gloves has a considerable amount of gloves remai-
ning

sTEp 2
As the gloves are being removed the compressive glove pusher is 
pushing the gloves close to the intended use point until there are no 
gloves left.

sTEp 3
With no more gloves left the box containing the gloves can be remo-
ved pulled out without problem.

sTEp 4
Having removed the container the box comes in it is now possible to 
reset the compressive glove pusher.

sTEp 5
with the compressive glove pusher reset the next box in line can 
slide down to take the place of the removed box, from the stack of 
glove boxes

sTEp 6
Maintenance staff refills the stack of glove boxes when there are no 
longer a large stack of boxes of gloves stacked on top of eachother

QUICK gloVE ConTaInEr rEplaCEMEnT
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BIg Box gloVE ConTaInEr 
It fulfill everything that is required of a glove storage solution, it comes with the downside of only 
having the cartridge replaceable when it runs out of gloves

MUlTIplE gloVE Box CoMparTMEnT
While the fact that not running out of gloves is a good thing, keeping track of when the compartments 
are in need of restocking and making sure that the compartments are restockable while also being 
able to feed from one box of gloves to another may be a bigger challenge than just letting the ma-
chine run out of gloves. 

QUICK gloVE ConTaInEr rEplaCEMEnT
while it is possible to do this, it is not possible to implement in the current configuration of the pro-
duct, and requires extensive redesign and reconfiguration just to add a storage for glove boxes which 
doesn’t add much to the product aside from making the product larger than it needs to be. While 
much the same could be achieved by having a few extra boxes of gloves placed next to the machine.

the resulting solutions are variations of the same solution principle and does not introduce additio-
nal or different principles as such the scope of the task is not as exploratory as it could have been but 
more of an ivestigative comparison between a few variations of solutions. 

How Is THE Box sHapEd and How Is THE rEQUrIEMEnTs BUIld InTo THE solUTIon

analysIs/InTErprETaTIon

rEflECTIon

ConClUsIon

nExT sTEp

in conclussion Big box glove container is the solution going forward as it has the least amount of com-
plications with the design going forward requiring the following.

- A way to keep the gloves hygeinic while refilling
- a way to have the compressive glove pusher compress the gloves while making the glove box extrac-
table.
- A sanitary solution to compressing the gloves.
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ConClUsIon
The master thesis project has worked with two problems the first one was the annoyance created by 
putting on nitrile rubber gloves and the other was the hygiene problems that was discovered during 
a conversation with LSI. Learning about the hygiene problem and the damage to society the problem 
has made for a change in priorities, the time it takes to put on a pair of gloves was no longer as big of 
an issue, this is not to say it is not important. If it takes too long time to put on a pair of gloves the 
product would likely not be used, so this aspect should not dissuade people from using the product, 
but no further than that. Shifting to hygiene also impacted the value proposition greatly, the value 
proposition was immediately changed from a nice to have product to a need to have product as 75 
000 Americans die because of hospital acquired infections each year, many of which could have been 
avoided, we have purposefully avoided asking the question of how much this cost society as it would 
quickly become a very advanced calculation and could be the theme of an entire research paper to 
figure out but we suspect with the extra hospital beds used and lost work hours quickly becomes a 
number in the billions of $ in lost value.

SAHD focuses primarily on getting your hand gloved without creating contact with the outside of 
the glove when putting on the gloves. SAHD removes any interaction that requires a user to place 
their hands on the glove leaving them with only touching the inside of the glove as their hands slide 
on inside. Removing not the need for frequent cleaning of hands but the tolerances required when 
washing hands. Lowering the risk of unintended infections and spread of disease in an environment 
where people are already in a weakened state. SAHD would be an effective product for hospitals and 
healthcare clinics to keep communicative diseases and infections under control where they are most 
needed to be under control. This combined with an industry that knows it needs better ways of put-
ting on gloves especially with powdered gloves being removed from the market leaving gloves harder 
to put on properly.
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rEflECTIon & To do nExT 
Challenges: Covid-19

During the project, the corona pandemic has had its impact on the development process of SAHD, while 
the shutdown of society has been disruptive in the workflow  regarding  communication in the project 
group and with supervisors. It has also had a more direct impact on the restrictions placed on hospitals 
and the healthcare areas. Reducing our ability to conduct in-person testing and questioning of medical 
professionals. To tackle this situation, we grabbed hold of personal contacts with medical students to do 
early tests [test of early gloves] and quantitative questionnaires. The biggest issue that covid has brought 
was the restrictions in doing context analysis and verification as can be seen in [going from 3 to 2 glove 
sizes] where we went from small, medium, and large size gloves to small and large sizes, using assumptions 
photographs found on the internet, being the only point of reference and making assumptions on the 
relationship between the distance between a kitchen counter and kitchen above counter cabinets being 
equal at home and the hospital. In general, the lack of knowledge and personal reference to the context 

Topology

Not working with an idea of what the design rules are, as you would know when designing furniture where 
you have an established ruleset to follow. Topology-free design space is always a strange place to design 
and develop from, so some inspiration has been drawn from IGIN to reduce the topology challenge. 
This, coupled with the lack of context for design, has left its marks on the product development phases, 
especially when working with a Lean product development. Where the lack of context left too many 
unknowns for too long especially in the early design phases, leaving us to do feature reduction based 
on a mixture of gut feelings and logical conclusion, leaving, for instance, the hand disinfection for too 

Challenges: Technical 
aspects

Initially, we underestimated the restrictiveness of covid on getting contacts and context and we became 
clearer on the difficulties that would be brought along with getting the concept verification done by doc-
tors and nurses. This, coupled with the extensive technical aspects of the product, made it a lot easier to 
get the technical aspects in order and choosing a challenge where we could have an active development 
phase when trying to do more research into the context where the access and results would be uncertain. 

How we keep the product safely disinfected when placed and continuously  operated  in a “hostile” 
environment is a great challenge, while considerations have been made early on where the solution 
considered was ultraviolet and we not seeing any big reasons not, the challenge comes down to dealing 
with the few downsides of the technology and working with the upsides as well.

Future work: Glove 
grabber 

The underdeveloped areas include the glove grabbing head and accompanying carriage for moving it 
around. And finding out how the accompanying system should function. Needs further development 
and clarification as it is now, it has been left in a black-box state with the assumption of everything 
working out fine. To which we use 3d printers as a guarantee of function and industrial robots for the 

Disinfection
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materials marked as N/A are products to be bought
but in the case of subassemblies it is because the information is
available in the components

ITEM 
NO.

PART 
NUMBER QTY.

Cost - 
Total 
Cost

Cost - 
Manufacturing 

Cost

Cost - 
Material 

Cost

Cost - 
Material 
Name

Cost - 
Stock 
Size

Cost - 
Stock 
Type

1 005_007_1 1 7.12 3.46 1.16 ABS PC NA Plastic

2 005_006_1 1 13.38 3.46 4.92 ABS PC NA Plastic

3 005_001_1 1 10.54 3.36 2.19 N/A N/A N/A

4 005_009_1 1 11.17 5.99 0.18 ABS PC NA Plastic

5 sub_asm_03 1 49.28 37.43 2.84 N/A N/A N/A

5.1   005_001_3 4 3.64 3.35 0.04 Magnesium 
Alloy NA Casting

5.2   005_002_3 1 0.00 0.00 0.00
Plain 

Carbon 
Steel

8.65 x 
8.66 x 
0.63

Block

5.3   005_003_3 1 5.21 3.44 0.77 Magnesium 
Alloy NA Casting

5.4   005_004_3 4 3.61 3.36 0.00 ABS PC NA Plastic

5.5   005_005_3 1 5.78 3.44 1.34 Magnesium 
Alloy NA Casting

6 sub_asm_04 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

6.1   005_001_4 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

6.2   005_002_4 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

6.3   005_004_4 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

6.4   005_003_4 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

7 005_001_5 1 8.71 3.52 0.19 7079 Alloy NA Casting

8 005_003_5 1 10.18 5.11 0.07 ABS PC NA Plastic

9 005_002_5 1 10.14 5.11 0.03 ABS PC NA Plastic

10 005_004_5 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

11 sub_asm_02 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

11.1   005_001_2 1 9.04 3.46 1.58 ABS PC NA Plastic

11.2   005_002_2 1 10.99 3.46 2.53 ABS PC NA Plastic

11.3   005_003_2 2 13.89 3.54 0.35 Magnesium 
Alloy NA Casting

11.4   005_004_2 1 3.35 3.01 0.34 N/A N/A N/A

11.5   005_006_2 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A

11.6   005_005_2 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A
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Poly-Carbonate (opaque)

Mold Tech - 11010 spray dot 005_001_1
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Poly-Carbonate (opaque)

Mold Tech - 11010 spray dot 005_006_1
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